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In regards to the TGPA and Zoning plan update I have some general comments and 
then some specific questions. 
 
In general, the way the plan is written, it has a tendency of reducing the restrictions of 
big development and hits the little guy with more restrictions. 
 
Based upon the purpose stated in 17.10.10 section C.  How can there be even 
consideration of denser housing levels with the water shortages we have in this county 
and the State of California?  What would the environmental impact of increasing 
housing density on available water resources?  What cultural impact would it have on 
the rural nature of our county?  As two alternatives, what would be the impact of leaving 
it the way it is, or what would be the impact of a decrease in housing density in 
consideration of this vital resource as a more realistic alternative; especially in lieu of 
the fact that agriculture is a major industry in need of water here? 
 
 In regards to high density residential regions, what would be the impact of requiring 
community gardens to be provided, which could also qualify as part or all of the open 
space required.  This would fit better into sustainable and affordable food sources and 
less need to travel outside the area, decreasing the carbon footprint. 
 
In Article 8, the Glossary, There are several definitions that need to be revised. 
 
Domestic Farm Animal should also include rare, heritage breeds of livestock and 
poultry that are not necessarily considered “normally domesticated” to help increase bio 
and genetic diversity. 
 
Livestock, High Density (Use Type)- As written, this includes most of the domestic 
animals in El Dorado County.  The phrase “where the primary source of food is other 
than the vegetation grown on site” should be deleted.  The examples sited are feed lots, 
dairies, (it should state Large Dairies, as CDFA is working on creating rules for small 
and micro-dairies to help support local communities) and similar operations, such as 
Confined Animal Feeding Operations, (CAFOs) 
 
How would High Density Livestock impact the purpose of 17.10.10 section F?  
Maintain and protect the county’s natural beauty, vegetation, air and water quality, 
natural landscape features, etc. 
 
What impact would High Density Livestock have on available water resources, 
aesthetics and animal health in our rural county.  The carbon footprint to haul in large 
amounts of GMO corn and grain, which is a primary food for these operations, is also 
unsustainable. 
 
Under Article 2, 17.24.020  Cropland and Orchards are not permitted if the lot size is 
under 3 acres.  What is the economic and cultural impact of not allowing the sale of 
one’s abundance?  If this is an issue of chemical spraying etc.  Perhaps this can be 
modified to include no applications of dangerous pesticides or herbicides.  Most folks at 



 

 

this level grow organically and sustainably.  It is about local healthy food and folk should 
be allowed to share their bounty and again, have some form of monetary compensation 
if they choose. 
 
Stables (use type)  Private   This definitions does not take into account boarding of 
domestic livestock for folks who don’t have the land to do so, but want to own an animal 
in whole or in part, for their own healthy food source.  The coming food sovereignty 
ordinance allows for this type of activity.  It should be redefined as; an accessory 
building to a primary residential use that is used to shelter horses and other domestic 
farm animals, or for training and horse boarding consistent with a home occupation.  Or 
perhaps there should be a similar type of definition for a Barn.  It is not defined, but is in 
the Zoning along with Stable. 
 
. 
Under Article 4, 17.40.080 section C. 
 
How will limiting all livestock to lots greater than one acre impact the cultural lifestyle, 
such as 4-H and  the economic viability of raising one’s own healthy food.  Perhaps an 
alternative to allow for small livestock, such as Rabbits, Chickens, perhaps a milk goat 
on these smaller parcels would create a more sustainable lifestyle and community.  
There are already communities in this county, with CC&Rs, for those who don’t like the 
rural qualities of El Dorado County. 
 
Under Article 4, 17.40.080 section D. 
 
If animal keeping is permitted, why prevent animal slaughter for one’s own use?  What 
cultural impact does adding this restriction have on a residents ability to sustain 
themselves?  What cultural impact on 4-H and FFA?  What health impact by not 
allowing those who choose to raise their own chemical free food animals? What 
economic impact on those who would supplement their income from the sale of their 
excess bounty and for access to those who wish to know their “farmer” and buy healthy 
food?  How does this restriction encourage economic activities creating potential 
employment opportunities in the county,  even if only part time? 
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CALIFORNIA CONFERENCE OF 
 

DIRECTORS OF ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH 
 

BED AND BREAKFAST / AGRICULTURAL HOMESTAY 
FOOD FACILITIES GUIDELINES  

revised July, 2008 

 
This guideline was first revised in June 2000.  This second revision was completed by the Bay 
Area Food Technical Advisory Committee in response to the adoption of the California Retail 
Food Code (CRFC). 

BACKGROUND 

Section 113893 of the California Retail Food Code (CRFC) defines a restricted food service 
facility as either a bed and breakfast inn (B&B) or an agricultural homestay facility. 
Traditionally B&Bs have been owner-occupied single family homes that rent a few bedrooms 
to overnight guests and provide a morning meal. The definition in CRFC expands this 
concept to include facilities with up to 20 guestrooms. An agricultural homestay is different 
from a B&B in that it must be an actual farm that produces agricultural products as its 
primary source of income. It is restricted to six guestrooms and may serve meals at any 
time. 

 
The following guidelines have been prepared and revised by the California Conference of 
Directors of Environmental Health (CCDEH) Bay Area Food Technical Advisory Committee with 
input from the CCDEH Southern California, Northern California, and Central Valley Food 
Technical Advisory Committees. 

SCOPE 

These guidelines are intended to provide guidance to local health jurisdictions and that part of 
the B&B/Agricultural Homestay industry that is involved with food preparation and service. Local 
environmental health agencies that deal with B&Bs and Agricultural Homestays are 
encouraged to adopt these guidelines in the hope that uniform statewide interpretation and 
enforcement along with professional judgment and a reasonable, practical application of CRFC  
will benefit both regulatory and industry interests alike. 

Environmental health considerations other than food, such as water and sewage disposal 
systems, swimming pools, and spas are briefly addressed in the Question & Answer part. 
Operators of B&Bs and Agricultural Homestays should contact their local building, planning, and 
fire authorities, as well as their environmental health authority, for more information on these 
issues. 
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DEFINITIONS 

1. Agricultural Homestay - is included in the definition of a “Restricted Food Service 
Facility” in CRFC. It is a food facility that has six or fewer guestrooms and is 
restricted to a maximum of 15 guests. The Agricultural Homestay must be located on 
and be a part of a farm that produces agricultural products as its primary source of 
income. It must meet the definition of a farm as defined under Section 52262 of the 
Food and Agricultural Code (See Farm definition, below). The lodging and meals must 
be incidental to, and not the primary function of, the Agricultural Homestay. The 
Agricultural Homestay may serve meals and light foods or snacks to its registered 
guests at any time. The price of the food must be included in the price of the 
overnight accommodation (CRFC Section 113893). 

2. Approved - means acceptable to the enforcement agency based upon a determination of 
conformity with applicable laws. If there are no applicable laws, the enforcement 
agency may base decisions upon current public health principles, practices, and 
generally recognized industry standards that protect public health (CRFC Section 
113734). 

3. Bed and Breakfast Inn - is included in the definition of a “Restricted Food Service 
Facility” in CRFC. It is a food facility with 20 guestrooms or less. The B&B may only serve 
food to its registered guests. The food service is restricted to breakfast or a similar early 
morning meal, and light foods or snacks. The price of the food must be included in the 
price of the overnight accommodation. When other meals are served or meals are served 
to people other than registered guests, the facility ceases to be a B&B and must meet all of 
the requirements of CRFC for a food facility (CRFC Section 113893). 
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4. Equipment – means an article that is used in the operation of a food facility, including but not 
limited to, a freezer, grinder, hood, icemaker, meat block, mixer, oven, reach-in refrigerator, 
scale, food and utensil shelving and cabinets, sink, slicer, stove, table, temperature measuring 
device for ambient air, or a warewashing machine (CRFC Section 113777). 

5. Farm - Under Section 52262 of the Food and Agricultural Code, a farm is defined as: “a 
place of agricultural production which has annual sales of agricultural products of $1000 
or more.” An Agricultural Homestay must meet this definition of a farm and farming 
must be the primary function of the Agricultural Homestay. 

6. Food - means any raw, cooked, or processed edible substance, ice, beverage, an 
ingredient used or intended for use or sale in whole or in part for human consumption, 
and chewing gum (CRFC Section 113781). 

7. Light food or snack - means foods eaten between meals requiring limited food preparation 
such as beverages, cheese, crackers, candy, fruits, nuts and appetizers including 
potentially hazardous foods. A light food or snack does not include food items that would 
normally constitute a meal. The light food or snack should not be served so as to be intended 
as a sit down meal (CRFC Section 113893). 

8. Potable Water - means water that complies with the standards for transient noncommunity 
water systems pursuant to the California Safe Drinking Water Act [Chapter 4 
(commencing with Section 116275) of Part 12], to the extent permitted by federal law 
(CRFC Section 113869). 

9. Potentially Hazardous Food - means food that is capable of supporting the rapid and 
progressive growth of infectious or toxigenic micro-organisms, the growth and toxin 
production of Clostridium botulinum, or, in raw shell eggs, the growth of salmonella 
enteritidis. Most perishable foods are potentially hazardous (CRFC Section 113871). 

STRUCTURAL GUIDELINES 

Structural Requirements 

The majority of B&Bs and Agricultural Homestays are single-family style homes with non-
commercial kitchens. Some B&B Inns and Agricultural Homestays have historical value or are 
formally recognized historical landmarks. Most have few rooms and limited food preparation. 
Therefore, professional discretion is necessary when applying construction requirements to 
B&Bs and Agricultural Homestays. 

Since CRFC allows Agricultural Homestays to serve meals at any time, and permits up to 20 
guestrooms in a B&B, facilities with extensive food service may warrant equipment and 
construction standards similar to those for a full-service restaurant. Local building and fire 
authorities should also be consulted for construction standards. 
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1. Floors: The floor surface in the kitchen area may not have to meet the requirements of a full 
service restaurant; however, it must be of durable construction, smooth, nonabsorbent 
and easily cleanable. Coving may be required where extensive food preparation occurs 
to facilitate cleaning (CRFC Section 114268). 

2. Walls and ceilings: Existing walls and ceilings need not meet standards other than 
those of cleanliness and sanitation. New and replacement walls and ceilings shall be 
durable, smooth, nonabsorbent, and easily cleanable, meeting the requirements of CRFC 
Section 114271 (CRFC Section 114271). 

3. Lighting: In most B&B and Agricultural Homestay kitchens, domestic incandescent 
lighting and fluorescent lighting with protective covers are satisfactory (CRFC Section 
114252). 

4. Ventilation: Adequate ventilation shall be provided to remove gases, odors, steam, heat, 
grease, vapors, and smoke from the facility.Where circumstances warrant, mechanical 
ventilation may be necessary. However, commercial hoods that comply with the Uniform 
Mechanical Code may not be required (CRFC Section 114149.1). 

5. Refrigeration: Adequate capacity to maintain food at or below 41°F is required, but 
the refrigerator need not meet an American National Standards Institute (ANSI) 
standard for commercial refrigeration. Commercial refrigeration may be necessary to 
ensure proper cooling and holding temperatures for large quantities of food [CRFC 
Section 114130 (b)]. 

6. Utensil washing: All food facilities in which food is prepared or multiservice utensils and 
equipment are used shall provide manual methods to effectively clean and sanitize utensils 
(CRFC Section 114095). 

 B&Bs and Agricultural Homestays must provide at least one of the following for washing 
of dishes and utensils: 
a) A three-compartment metal sink with dual integral metal drainboards (Section 114099 

a through c); or 
b) A commercial or domestic dishwasher that is capable of providing heat of at least 

160° F to the surface of the utensils [CRFC Section 114101 (d)].  

7.  Handwashing Facilities: For kitchens built or extensively remodeled after January 1, 
1996, a separate handwashing sink in food preparation areas and warewashing areas is 
required. For older kitchens the domestic kitchen sink may be used for handwashing. 
Soap and single-use paper towels in dispensers are required (CRFC Section 113953). 

8 Food Storage: Adequate, dedicated space shall be provided for the storage of food. All 
food must be stored at least six inches off the floor or in cabinets. Cased food in 
waterproof containers such as bottles or cans may be stored on a floor that is clean and 
not exposed to moisture (CRFC Section 114047). 

Structural Exemptions 

CRFC contains exemptions for Restricted Food Service Facilities that do not apply to other 
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food facilities. The intent of the exemptions is to provide less restrictive requirements to facilitate 
the use of a private home as a B&B. References to CRFC below are not intended to be all-
inclusive. The following is a summary of the exemptions: 

1. Separation of Living Quarters: A room used as living or sleeping quarters or an area directly 
opening into a room used as living or sleeping quarters may be used for conducting food 
facility operations provided that no sleeping accommodations are allowed in any area where 
food is prepared or stored [CRFC Section 114285 (c)]. 

2. Posting Signs: A B&B or Agricultural Homestay is not required to post signs in toilet 
rooms located in guestrooms [CRFC Section 113953.5 (b)]. 

3. Equipment Standards: Food service equipment need not be certified or classified for 
sanitation by an American National Standards Institute (ANSI) accredited certification 
program for commercial grade equipment. Residential equipment that is in good 
working condition is allowed. However, approved commercial equipment is recommended, 
especially for refrigerators and dishwashers (CRFC Section 114130). 

4. Domestic Dishwasher: A commercial dishwasher or domestic dishwasher may be used. 
A domestic dishwasher must be capable of providing heat of at least 160°F to the surface 
of the utensils [CRFC Section 114101 (d)]. 

5. Janitorial: A B&B or Agricultural Homestay is not required to have a mop 
sink if hot water is available for janitorial purposes and wastewater from janitorial activities 
is disposed of through an approved sewage disposal system [CRFC Section 114279 (b)]. 

6. Dressing rooms and lockers: Lockers or other employee storage facilities are not 
required but no person shall store clothing or personal effects in any area used for the 
storage and preparation of food [CRFC Section 114256.1(c)]. 

 
OPERATIONAL GUIDELINES 

This guideline is intended as a summary of applicable sections of CRFC as they apply to the 
operation of B&Bs and Agricultural Homestays. The summary is for information only and is not 
intended to be cited as law. Please refer to the complete sections of CRFC for the text of the 
law. 

Operational Requirements 

1. Food Sources - All food intended for consumption by guests shall be from an approved 
source. Approved sources include an acceptable producer, manufacturer, distributor, 
permitted food facility or Certified Farmers’ Market (CRFC Section 113735). Home-grown 
fruits, vegetables, herbs, mushrooms, other produce, honey and eggs require 
approval from the County Agricultural Commissioner. Any pesticides or fertilizer 
used in the production of homegrown produce shall be used in a manner consistent with its 
labeling. 

Since Agricultural Homestays are by definition a farm, agricultural products produced on the 
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farm of an Agricultural Homestay are approved for consumption by guests. Meats such as 
beef, pork and lamb must be processed in approved USDA inspected facilities. Poultry, 
such as chicken, turkey, geese, quail, squab, and duck must be slaughtered in a USDA or 
CDFA approved facility. Home butchered poultry and custom slaughtered beef that are not 
processed in a USDA or CDFA approved facility may be served to the family  

that raised it, but not to paying guests. Therefore home raised meats are prohibited for 
service to guests, unless the Agricultural Homestay is a farm approved for raising such 
livestock and the meat is processed in a USDA/CDFA inspected facility. 

Self acquired meats through hunting are prohibited from being served to guests. Guests 
may be served fish that the guest has acquired by way of sports fishing in accordance 
with California Department of Fish and Game regulations. Special care should be taken 
to make sure the guest has acquired the fish in approved waters that are considered safe 
for fish consumption and that the fish has been held at proper temperatures since harvest. 
Waters that would be considered safe include those that are free of heavy metals, such as 
mercury, and other contaminants. The use of home canned foods and meat and dairy products 
from unapproved sources is also prohibited (CRFC Sections 113735). 

 

Approved Not Approved 

Meats (see above) processed at a USDA 
inspected facility 

Custom slaughtered beef not from a USDA 
inspected facility 

Poultry (see above)  slaughtered at a USDA or 
CDFA approved facility 

Home butchered poultry not from a USDA 
inspected facility 

Home raised meats from a farm approved for 
raising poultry and meats and the meat and 
poultry is processed in a USDA/CDFA 
inspected facility 

Home raised meats and poultry from a non-
approved farm 

 

2. Food Storage - All food shall be manufactured, produced, prepared, compounded, packed, 
stored, transported, kept for sale, and served so as to be pure and free from adulteration 
and spoilage; shall be protected from dirt, vermin, unnecessary handling, droplet 
contamination, overhead leakage, or other environmental sources of contamination. 
Adequate and suitable space shall be provided for the storage of food. All food shall be 
stored at least 6 inches off the floor or under other conditions that are approved. 
Pressurized containers, cased food in waterproof containers such as bottles or cans, and 
milk containers in plastic crates may be stored on a floor that is clean and not exposed to 
moisture [CRFC Sections 113980, 114047 (a-d)]. 

 
3. Nonfood Storage - Nonfood items shall be displayed and stored in an area separate from 

food. Only those insecticides, rodenticides, and other pesticides that are specifically 
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approved for use in a food facility may be used. All poisonous substances, 
detergents, bleaches, cleaning compounds, and all other injurious or poisonous materials 
shall be used and stored in containers specifically and plainly labeled as to contents, hazard, 
and use, except for those products held for retail sale. All poisonous substances, 
detergents, bleaches, cleaning compounds, and all other injurious or poisonous materials 
shall be stored and used only in a manner that is not likely to cause contamination or 
adulteration of food, food contact surfaces, utensils, or packaging materials. Medicines 
that are in the facility for the employees’ use shall be labeled and stored so as to 
prevent the contamination of food, equipment, utensils, linens, and single-use articles. 
First aid supplies shall be stored in a labeled kit that is located to prevent the 
contamination of food and food-related items (CRFC Sections 114254, 114254.1, 
114254.2, 114256.2, 114256.4). 

4. Food Preparation and Temperature Control - All potentially hazardous food, excluding raw 
shell eggs, shall be held at or below 41°F or shall be kept at or above 135°F at all times. 
Raw shell eggs, unshucked live molluscan shellfish and pasteurized milk and milk 
products in original sealed containers may be held between 41°F and 45°F (CRFC 
Section 113996).  Frozen potentially hazardous foods shall be stored and displayed in their 
frozen state unless being thawed. Potentially hazardous foods shall be thawed only by 
the following methods: 
1) In refrigeration units 
2) Under cool running water (70oF or less) for no more than 2 hours 
3) As part of the cooking process 
4) In a microwave oven if immediately prepared (CRFC Section 114020). 

Each refrigeration unit and cold or hot holding unit used for potentially hazardous food shall 
be equipped with a thermometer that is easily readable and accurate to plus or minus 2°F. 
In order to test the temperature of all foods, an accurate, easily readable metal probe 
thermometer shall be readily available on the premises (CRFC Section 114157, 114159). 

Sulfites shall not be added to fresh fruits or vegetables intended for consumption or to 
any potentially hazardous foods (CRFC Section 113988). 

5. Self-Service Display of Food - Special care should be taken to ensure that self-service 
display of food, such as at a buffet, remains safe for guests. Sneeze guards or protective 
covers are required to shield the food from overhead contamination. Suitable food 
dispensing utensils with handles such as spoons, tongs or forks shall be used so that 
unnecessary handling of the food is avoided. Use of refrigerators, ice baths, steam tables 
and “canned heat” type heating devices should be used to keep cold foods 41°F or below 
and hot foods 135°F or above. 

Potentially hazardous foods may be displayed for service using time as a public health 
control for a maximum of 4 hours if handled in accordance with Section 114000 of CRFC. 
No unpackaged food that has been served to any person or returned from any eating 
area shall be served again or used in the preparation of other food. 

It is recommended that the facility use a food service plan that is approved by the local 
enforcement officer to make sure that proper food handling practices are followed (CRFC 
Sections 114000, 114079, 114060, 114063). 
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6. Food Handlers - The owner or an employee of the B&B or Agricultural Homestay shall 
have passed an approved and accredited food safety certification exam. A facility that 
commences operation, changes ownership, or no longer has a certified owner or 
employee shall have 60 days to comply (CRFC Section 113947.1) 

No employee shall commit any act that may result in the contamination or adulteration of 
food, food contact surfaces, or utensils. Food employees shall keep their fingernails, 
trimmed, filed, and maintained so the edges and surfaces are cleanable. All 
employees preparing, serving, or handling food or utensils shall wear clean, washable 
outer garments, or other clean uniforms. All food employees shall wear hair restraints such 
as hats, hair coverings, or nets that are designed and worn to effectively keep hair from 
contacting unpackaged food, clean equipment, utensils, linens, and unwrapped single-use 
articles. All employees shall thoroughly wash their hands and any exposed areas of the 
arms that may contact food by vigorously rubbing them with cleanser and warm water, 
paying particular attention to areas between the fingers and around and under the nails, 
rinsing with clean water (CRFC Section 113967, 113968, 113969, 113971, 113953.3). 

Food employees experiencing persistent sneezing, coughing, or runny nose that is 
associated with discharges from the eyes, nose, or mouth that cannot be controlled by 
medication shall not work with exposed food, equipment, utensils, or linens. .Food 
employees shall report to the person in charge if they are diagnosed with 1 of the 7 
reportable illnesses or if they have a lesion or wound that is open or draining on their 
hands, wrists, exposed portions of the arms, or other parts of the body (CRFC Section 
113949.2, 113974). 

7.  Washing and Sanitizing - Food shall only contact surfaces of equipment and utensils that 
are cleaned and sanitized (CRFC Sections 114113). 

8. General Sanitation - No sleeping accommodations shall be allowed in any area where food 
is stored, prepared, or served (CRFC Section 114285). 

Hot water must be available for janitorial purposes. Waste water from janitorial 
activities cannot be disposed of in any sink used for hand washing, utensil washing, or 
for the preparation of food (CRFC Sections 114123, 114279). 

Adequate and suitable space shall be provided for the storage of clean linens, including 
cloth napkins, tablecloths, wiping cloths and work garments. Soiled linens shall be kept in 
cleanable containers provided only for this purpose and shall be laundered after each 
use. Wiping cloths that are in use for cleaning food spills shall not be used for any other 
purpose. Wiping cloths used to wipe food spills shall be used only once, or may be used 
repeatedly if held in a sanitizing solution with a concentration of one of the following: 
100 ppm available chlorine, 25 ppm available iodine, or 200 ppm available quaternary 
ammonium. The sanitizing solution should be changed frequently so that it remains 
clean and clear and meets the proper concentration (CRFC Section 114099.6, 114185.1, 
114185.4). 

9. Animals and Vermin - B&B’s and Agricultural Homestays shall be fully enclosed and 
constructed, equipped, maintained, and operated as to prevent the entrance and 
harborage of animals, birds, and vermin, including, but not limited to, rodents and insects 
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(CRFC Sections 114259, 114266). Live animals are not allowed in a food facility, except that 
pets are allowed in the common dining areas of restricted food service facilities at times 
other than during meals if all of the following conditions are satisfied: (a) Effective 
partitioning and self-closing doors separate the common dining areas from food storage or 
food preparation areas. (b) Condiments, equipment and utensils are stored in enclosed 
cabinets or removed from the common dining areas when pets are present. (c) Dining 
areas including tables, countertops, and similar surfaces are effectively cleaned before the 
next meal service (CRFC Section 114295.5). 

10.  Garbage - The premises of each food facility shall be kept clean and free of litter, rubbish, 
and vermin. Each food facility shall be provided with any facilities and equipment necessary 
to store or dispose of all waste material. All food waste and rubbish containing food waste 
shall be kept in leak proof and rodent proof containers and shall be contained so as to 
minimize odor and insect development by covering with close-fitting lids or placement in a 
disposable bag which is impervious to moisture and then sealed. Trash containers inside a 
food facility need not be covered during periods of operation. All food waste and rubbish 
shall be removed and disposed of in a sanitary manner as frequently as may be necessary 
to prevent the creation of a nuisance (CRFC Section 114244, 114245.1, 114259.1). 

11. Water and Sewer - An adequate, protected, pressurized, potable supply of hot water, at 
least 120°F, and cold water shall be provided. The water supply shall be from an approved 
water system. The potable water supply shall be protected with a backflow or back 
siphonage protection device, as required by applicable plumbing codes (CRFC Section 
114192). 

 All plumbing and plumbing fixtures shall be installed in compliance with local plumbing 
ordinances, shall be maintained so as to prevent any contamination, and shall be kept 
clean, fully operative, and in good repair. All liquid wastes shall be disposed of through the 
plumbing system that shall discharge into the public sewerage or into an approved private 
sewage disposal system (CRFC Section 114190, 114197). 

 In each food facility, there shall be provided clean toilet facilities in good repair for use by 
employees. Toilet rooms shall be separated from other portions of the food facility by well-
fitting, self-closing doors or by other methods approved by the enforcement officer. Toilet 
rooms shall not be used for the storage of food, equipment, or supplies. Toilet tissue shall 
be provided in a permanently installed dispenser at each toilet (CRFC Section 114250, 
114276). 

 Handwashing facilities shall be provided within or adjacent to toilet rooms and shall be 
equipped to provide warm water under pressure for a minimum of 15 seconds through a 
mixing valve or combination faucet. Handwashing cleanser and single-use sanitary towels 
in dispensers or a heated air hand drying device shall be provided at, or adjacent to, 
handwashing facilities. Food facilities that were constructed or extensively remodeled after 
January 1, 1996, shall provide facilities exclusively for handwashing within, or adjacent to, 
food preparation areas and in warewashing areas (CRFC Sections 113953, 113953.2). 
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Operational Exemptions 

1. Private Home: B&Bs and Agricultural Homestays are not considered private homes even 
though the owner/operator may live on the premises and prepare food there for personal use 
(CRFC Sections 114021and 114285). 

2. Animals: Pets are allowed in B&Bs and Agricultural Homestays except in the kitchen, 
common dining areas, and food storage areas (CRFC Section 114259.5). 

3. Storage: A separate area for employees to change and store clothes is not required, however, 
clothing and personal affects shall be stored in an area separate from food preparation and 
food storage (CRFC Section 114256.1). 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 

1. How are B&Bs and Agricultural Homestays different from other food facilities? 

B&Bs and Agricultural Homestays are food facilities that may provide food only to their 
registered guests. The price of the food must be included in the price of the overnight 
accommodation. They are allowed to have a residential type kitchen and other exemptions 
from CRFC as described in this Guideline. If meals are served to people other than 
registered guests, the facility ceases to be a B&B or Agricultural Homestay and must 
meet all of the requirements of CRFC for a food facility (CRFC Section 113893). 

2. How is an Agricultural Homestay different from a B&B? 

Food service at a B&B is limited to a morning meal and light food and snacks. An 
Agricultural Homestay may serve meals at any time to its registered guests. An 
Agricultural Homestay must be located on and be part of a farm, while a B&B does not 
have this requirement. A B&B may have up to 20 guestrooms, while an Agricultural 
Homestay may have no more than six guestrooms or accommodates no more than 15 
guests. 

3. What is a light food or snack? 

A light food or snack means foods eaten between meals requiring light food preparation 
such as cheese, crackers, candy, fruits, nuts and appetizers including potentially 
hazardous foods. A light food or snack does not include food items that would normally 
constitute a meal such as soup, quiche, sandwiches, hot pasta dishes, etc. 

Cold Potentially Hazardous Foods – When offered to guests at room temperature, (such 
as buffet style) must be prepared and served within a four-hour time frame. Cold potentially 
hazardous foods kept available for customer self-service while maintained under 
refrigeration at 41°F or less are exempt from this time restriction. 

Hot Potentially Hazardous Food – When offered to guests, must be pre-cooked at 
an approved food facility, and must only require heating prior to service. These foods 
must be prepared and served within a four-hour time frame. 
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All foods that have been held between 41˚F and 135˚F and have not been 
consumed within the four-hour time frame must be discarded. 

4.  Are B&Bs limited to a continental style breakfast? 

No, there are no stated or implied restrictions in CRFC concerning the specific foods that 
can be served. There are limitations, however, that require a B&B operator to: 

a) serve only breakfast or similar early morning meal and light foods and snacks, 

b) serve food only to overnight guests, and 

c) include the price of the food in the price of the overnight accommodation. 

5. Can lunch or dinner be served at a B&B? 

No, the facility would no longer be a B&B and would have to meet all CRFC  
requirements for a food facility to serve lunch or dinner. 

6. Can breakfast, lunch and/or dinner be served at an Agricultural Homestay? 

Yes, an Agricultural Homestay may serve meals at any time. 

7. Can a B&B become an Agricultural Homestay so that it may serve more meals 
than just breakfast?   

        Can an existing single family dwelling be converted into a B&B or Agricultural    
       Homestay? 
       Can a motel become a B&B? 

Any change in an existing use must first be approved by the local city or county planning 
department.  After such approvals, a local enforcement agency may approve the new use 
provided it complies with CRFC requirements.  For example, a B&B may become an 
Agricultural Homestay if it meets the definition of a farm and other requirements.   

There are many exemptions from code requirements that allow the use of a single family 
dwelling as a B&B or Agricultural Homestay. See Section III of this guide for a list of 
structural exemptions.   

8. Can a window be used for kitchen ventilation? 

Yes, if the extent of cooking does not create excessive grease, heat or steam. If the 
foods prepared create excessive grease, heat or steam, mechanical ventilation may be 
necessary. If a window is used for ventilation, it shall be properly screened so as to prevent 
entrance of insects. 

9. Are kitchen floors required to be coved? 

A large B&B, or Agricultural Homestay with extensive food service, may warrant the 
installation of a durable floor with a coved base that extends up the wall at least 4 inches for 
ease of cleanability. However, B&Bs and Agricultural Homestays are typically small facilities 
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and professional discretion is necessary when determining floor requirements. Recognition 
of the facility’s stylistic integrity (e.g. historical landmarks) should be considered. 

10. Are there special requirements for dishwashers? 

Commercial and domestic dishwashers must be installed according to local plumbing 
ordinances. Domestic dishwashers are permitted if they are capable of providing heat to 
the surface of the utensils at a temperature of at least 160° F. In most domestic 
dishwashers, the highest temperature will be reached during the heated drying cycle. 
Dishwashers designed with a “sanitizing” or “sani” cycle will usually produce the highest 
temperature. Temperature-indicating test strips or holding thermometers are the most 
practical means of testing dishwasher temperature. 

11. Can the same kitchen be used for private and guest use? 

Yes, there is an exemption in CRFC to allow the common use of the kitchen. 

12. Can home-grown food be served to guests? 

All food must come from an approved source, such as a grocery store, permitted 
wholesaler, or Certified Farmer’s Market. Since an Agricultural Homestay is on and part of 
a farm, any agricultural products produced on the farm and approved by the County 
Agricultural Commissioner, or other appropriate agency, may be served.  

A B&B typically cannot serve homegrown food to its guests, however, a B&B can serve 
home grown fruits, herbs and vegetables if they receive approval from the local Agricultural 
Commissioner. The B&B operator should contact their County Agricultural Commissioner 
for more information. 

13. Can home canned food be served to guests?  No.  

14.  Are handwashing signs required in owner or employee toilet rooms? Yes, unless 
the toilet room is located within a guest room. 

15. Can a private well be used? 

Yes, however, the water system must meet, as a minimum, the requirements for water from 
a transient, noncommunity water system under the California Safe Drinking Water Act. The 
well must be approved and permitted by the local health agency. 

16. Can an existing private sewage disposal system be used? 

Yes, however, in some cases an evaluation or upgrade may be necessary. Consult the 
local enforcement agency regarding use of a private sewage disposal system. The sewage 
disposal system must be approved by the local health agency for the new use. 

17. Can a pool or spa be used? 

Pools and spas must meet the Health and Safety Code and other applicable codes to be 
available for guest use. 

18. Can pesticides be used? 
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First recourse should be a certified pest control operator. If the infestation is minor, only 
pesticides approved for use in commercial food facilities may be used. 

19. Does a B&B or Agricultural Homestay need to have a “Certified Food Handler”? 

Yes, a B&B and an Agricultural Homestay are required to have an owner or employee pass 
an approved and accredited food safety certification examination if they offer unpackaged 
food to guests. A facility that commences operation, changes ownership, or no longer has a 
certified owner or employee shall have 60 days to comply (CRFC Section 113947.1). 

20. Does a B&B or Agricultural Homestay need to have a person in charge (PIC)? 

Yes.  The PIC must be present at all times the food facility is in operation. 



Lisa S. Couper, DVM 
4610 Grazing Hill Rd. 

Shingle Springs, CA  95682 
530-677-4558 

lcouperdvm@fastkat.com 
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To: Shawna Purvines & EDC BOS    Date: 7/19/2012 
  Senior Planner – El Dorado County 

2850 Fairlane Court 
Placerville, CA 95667 
TGPA-ZOU@edcgov.us 
 

Zoning Ordinance Update Request for Actions by the EDC BOS 
 
First and foremost I request that you do not approve this document in its current form. It 
is internally inconsistent, overly restrictive and incomplete. Please consider making the 
changes suggested by the public and the Board of Supervisors in the workshop. Approved 
in its current form it will make criminals of many residents and destroy a way of life. 
 
Start with a cataloguing of the terms in the document that require a definition. Place these 
in the glossary. Have people knowledgeable about a given subject matter review and 
refine these. For each instance of a term make sure that the definition in the glossary will 
when applied to the final document have the intended meaning and final result. If there is 
a table or matrix in the final version make sure it is consistent with the text of the 
ordinance and does not have unintended consequences such as allowing elephants on less 
than one acre but not chickens. This is checking for the documents internal consistency. 
 
 
Second rewrite the Home Occupation sections: 
 
The language in the current Zoning Ordinance captures the gist of what a home 
occupation should be (with two modifications show in italics): 
 
Home occupation such as (such as but not limited to) accountant, advisor, appraiser, 
architect, artist, attorney, author, broker, dressmaker, draftsman, dentist, engineer, 
handicrafts, insurance, photographer, physician, therapist, musician, teacher and other 
similar occupations conducted on the premises or by mail or telephone where the 
activities do not create a traffic problem; provided, that instruction is not given to groups 
in excess of four and concerts or recitals are not held, and no display of goods is visible 
from the outside of the property; the use must be carried on in the residence (or an 
accessory structure consistent with the residential zoning) and be incidental to the 
residential use of the premises and be carried on by a resident thereon. 

 
Review the list of complaints about home businesses. 
Prior to approval have the final version consider review of the ordinance by a group of 
concerned citizens with home businesses that will be affected, to develop some better 
wording for the ordinance if needed. 



Lisa S. Couper, DVM 
4610 Grazing Hill Rd. 

Shingle Springs, CA  95682 
530-677-4558 

lcouperdvm@fastkat.com 
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The ordinance needs to include a method to grandfather-in existing home businesses that 
are not creating a problem. (Is there another county in California or western state that has 
a workable ordinance that is not overly restrictive?) 
Do not make criminals out of your residents. 
Maximize opportunities and capture and contain the revenue within the county. 
 
Third actually write a new Animal Keeping section the draft one is inadequate and 
inappropriate: 
 
Review history of complaints with regards to animal keeping. 
 
Create a small working group for this area including some one on the ag commission, a 
person or two that are doing large scale animal rearing in the county, a person or two with 
a kennel, a groomer, a couple of veterinarians or representatives for them, a agricultural 
teacher from Ponderosa or the high school in Placerville, a representative from the grange 
and one from 4H. 
 
Sit down and create a workable set of definitions and restrictions. Maximize allowable 
keeping while addressing the sources of major complaints. Remember this community is 
one with a rural agricultural background. People did not move to the county for the 
shopping and night life. 
 
Eliminate ordinance 17.40.080 D. 
 
“The slaughtering of fowl or domestic farm animals owned by the property owner or lessee is 
not permitted in any residential zone, including R1, R1A, R2A, R3A, RE-5, and RE-10.” 
 
It is not in the current Zoning Ordinance (I have verified its absence myself) and should 
not be in this one. An ordinance prohibiting a slaughter house would be appropriate 
here. 
 
With regard to Farm Stays and Ranch Stays: 
This is a form of apprenticing or intensive experience to find out what Farm or Ranch 
living is really like. It involves interns or other parties interested in really learning what 
this life is like. They work along with the owner, they eat in the same kitchen and they 
sleep on property (some are just daytime only programs). This is not a dude ranch, it is 
not a spa, the owner and his/her employees are not catering to a patron they are teaching a 
student. Knowledge and experience are being traded for labor. 

UCD has a good website on the promotion of Agritourism: 
http://sfp.ucdavis.edu/agritourism/ 

 
I have also attached their PDF on this topic, and some kitchen guidelines.  



Lisa S. Couper, DVM 
4610 Grazing Hill Rd. 

Shingle Springs, CA  95682 
530-677-4558 

lcouperdvm@fastkat.com 
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Encourage Small Scale Farming and hobby farming including on residential. 
 
While the Ranch Marketing Ordinances are to permissive in terms of the impact to 
adjacent property owners in a residential area the Creation of a small scale right to farm 
ordinance could serve this purpose. Focus on restrictions on traffic, dust and noise 
production, pesticide spraying while maximizing the potential to grow foodstuffs and 
horticultural products. We are not talking allowing major events etc here just the ability 
to market small scale production and avenues to sell them on site (mail order or limited 
by appointment) or off site (farmers market or coop produce stand.)  
 
The Use Matrix and Written sections need to be consistent with one and other. 
Make sure the logical consequences of each is understood and acceptable. There are some 
major definition issues with crop, vineyard, orchard, and the Residential Use Matrix. 
 
Have provisions for grandfathering-in uses if they are not a source of complaints. If there 
have been complaints make sure they are valid and not the product of a personal grudge 
or feud. 
 
Some of the wording in the current zoning ordinance would be applicable to any 
residential parcel: 
 
Raising and grazing of domestic farm animals and the cultivation of tree and field crops 
where it does not constitute a nuisance to adjacent properties 
 
Packing and processing of agricultural products produced on the premises without 
changing the nature of the product 
 
I look forward to seeing these issues addressed and the document brought back 
before the public in another set of workshops if need be. We must do this as 
close to correct as possible the first time. The is no rush and the existing draft 
document is a long way from being what we need in our county. 
 
 
    Signed, 
 
 
     Lisa S. Couper, DVM 
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EDHAPAC TGPA/ZOU NOP Response Matrix 

July 8, 2012 

 
Issue 

 

EDH-APAC 
Position NOP Response NOP Response 

Policy 2.2.1.2 and Table 2-1-Major 
Concern 
Multi-Family Use:  Consider amending 
density from 24 units per acre to 30 
units per acre to comply with California 
Government Code 65583.2(c)(iv) and 
(e) which requires jurisdictions within 
Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSA) of 
populations greater than 2,000,000 to 
allow for up to 30 units per acre when 
determining sites to meet the low and 
very low housing allocation categories. 
El Dorado County is located within the 
Sacramento MSA. Amend the Multi-
Family land use to allow for commercial 
as part of a mixed use project. Amend 
the Multi-Family land use to encourage 
a full range of housing types including 
small lot single family detached design 
without a requirement for a Planned 
Development. 
 
High Density Residential Use:  Consider 
deleting the requirement for a Planned 
Development application on projects of 
3 or more units per acre. 

 

Amending the density from 24 to 30 units 
would have a significant impact on site 
specific projects designated as multi-family 
use. This change would require that the 
infrastructure must be in place prior to 
development of the project. 

This may be appropriate for small 
developments on a single acre, but when 
creating more than 10 units in an area, a 
Planned Development is appropriate—
especially if up to 8 units are on a single 
acre. 

 

*Aesthetics 
The increase in size of the buildings 
to accommodate the additional units 
could overwhelm the surrounding 
area. How will this be prevented?  
 
*Air Quality 
The County already often exceeds 
the State air quality limits to avoid 
health risks associated with air 
pollution. This increase density will 
cause higher levels of air pollution.  
How will this be prevented?   
 
*Land Use/Planning 
The increase density could exceed 
the surrounding infrastructure and 
services.  Please analyze this issue.
 
*Noise 
  The increase in density will cause 
additional noise at these sites.  How 
will this be mitigated? 
 
 

*Population/Housing 
The inclusion of the additional 
density per acre could exceed 
population balance for 
Community regional areas.  
How will this be prevented? 
 
This increase in density should 
be carefully analyzed to 
determine all of the impacts 
caused by increasing the 
density by 50%.  
 
*Transportation/Traffic 
The increase density could 
cause traffic congestion.  An 
accurate traffic analysis using a 
traffic modeling program with 
current traffic conditions must 
be used to analyze this impact.  
Timely real world traffic 
mitigation measures should be 
provided to address these 
impacts. 
 



 
Issue 

 

EDH-APAC 
Position NOP Response NOP Response 

Policies 2.2.3.1, 2.2.3.2  and 2.2.5.4-
Major Concern 
Consider amending the 30% open 
space requirement inside of Community 
Regions and Rural Centers to allow 
lesser area of “improved open space” 
on site, set criteria for options in 
meeting a portion of the requirement off-
site or by an in lieu fee option as 
deemed necessary. 

 

This would allow too many discretionary 
decisions by county policy makers on open 
space issues.  The collection of in lieu fees 
would reduce open spaces which are 
highly desirable.  Regardless of the 
“improvement” of the open space, a 
reduction from 30% open space will 
dramatically change the feel of an area.  
Even worse, allowing open space to be off-
site completely removes the rural feel of an 
area that is being developed and again 
violates the fundamental principles of the 
county’s citizens. 

 

*Aesthetics 
The lost of open space will detract 
from the visual appearance of 
housing project.  Please address 
mitigation measures that will 
compensate for lost of open spaces 
on view shed. 
 
*Land Use/Planning 
If open space is not required, 
project design will put houses on 
less than desirable land.  How will 
this be mitigated? 
 
 
 

*Noise 
Vegetation and trees which are 
in most open spaces provide 
sound attenuation.  How will 
this increase in sound and 
noise be mitigated when open 
space is removed from housing 
projects?  
 
*Air Quality 
The County already often 
exceeds the State air quality 
limits to avoid health risks 
associated with air pollution. 
This lost of open space will 
cause higher levels of air 
pollution.  How will this be 
prevented?   
 



 
Issue 

 

EDH-APAC 
Position NOP Response NOP Response 

Policy 2.2.4.1-Major Concern 
Consider amending the Density Bonus 
policy which allows incentive for the 
creation of open space as part of 
residential projects, and implement 
policy specifics through Zoning 
Ordinance. 

 

Density Bonus has encouraged developers 
to request higher density projects for 
increased profits instead of better projects.  
The policy change must be clearly defined 
before an EIR can assess the impacts of 
this amendment. 

It is not appropriate to have a Density 
Bonus in Medium Density and Low Density 
Residential land use areas.  Instead, an 
owner should apply for a change in land 
use designation and be evaluated on a 
case by case basis.  Otherwise, a Density 
Bonus in these zones amounts to a 
change in land use and would significantly 
change the intention of the land use in the 
General Plan 

*Aesthetics 
The increase density would remove 
natural vegetation and trees which 
provides a rural atmosphere and a 
more harmonious environment.  
Please assess the impact on 
aesthetics with the increase density 
from density bonuses. 
 
 *Air Quality 
The County already often exceeds 
the State air quality limits to avoid 
health risks associated with air 
pollution. This increase density will 
cause higher levels of air pollution.  
How will this be prevented?   
 
*Land Use/Planning 
The increase density from density 
bonus could exceed the 
surrounding infrastructure and 
services.  How will this be 
prevented? 
 
 
 

*Noise 
  The increase in density will 
cause additional traffic and 
other related noises.  How will 
this be mitigated? 
 
*Population/Housing 
The density bonus will cause   
additional density per acre 
which could exceed population 
balance for Community regional 
areas.  How will this be 
prevented? 
 
*Transportation/Traffic 
The increase density could 
cause traffic congestion. . An 
accurate traffic analysis using a 
traffic modeling program with 
current traffic conditions must 
be used to analyze this impact.  
Timely real world traffic 
mitigation measures should be 
provided to address these 
impacts. 
 

Policy 2.2.5.4-Major Concern 
Policy 2.2.5.4 All development 
applications which have the potential to 
create 50 parcels or more shall require 
the application of the Planned 
Development combining zone district. 
However, in no event shall a project 
require the application of the Planned 
Development combining zone district if 
all of the following are true: (1) the 
project does not require a General Plan 
amendment; (2) the project has an 
overall density of two units per acre or 
less; and (3) the project site is 
designated High-Density Residential. 
 
Consider deleting policy. 

The requirement for a Planned 
Development belongs in the General Plan 
as it is one of the fundamental principles of 
our county that ensures preservation of 
open space as well as having 
infrastructure in-place prior to the 
development.  It is too important to be 
moved from the most important planning 
document of the county, the General Plan. 

This is how to get rid of the 30% open 
space requirement.  If a PD is not required, 
then I don't believe any open space is 
required to develop a property.  Pack-um 
and stack-um!  Could look like inner-city 
development on any parcels that are left to 

*Aesthetics 
The lost of planned development 
could reduce open space and lower 
County design standards.  Please 
address mitigation measures that 
will compensate for lost of open 
spaces and County design 
standards. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



 
Issue 

 

EDH-APAC 
Position NOP Response NOP Response 

be developed. 
 
Question, can EDH CSD create more 
stringent requirements than the County?  
Maybe we have the CSD pass an overlay 
on all CC&Rs for the community region. 



 
Issue 

 

EDH-APAC 
Position NOP Response NOP Response 

New Policies-Major Concern 
Consider setting criteria for and identify 
Infill sites and Opportunity areas that will 
provide incentives substantial enough to 
encourage the development of these 
vacant/underutilized areas 

This could increase densities in infill areas 
without providing the required 
infrastructure. 

The proposed language by staff for 
“Promote Infill Development” item d) 
should have the following words added at 
the end of the sentence “, but only after all 
infrastructure is in place that will support 
such future development”.    

 

*Noise 
  The increase in density from infill 
sites will cause additional traffic and 
other related noises.  How will this 
be mitigated? 
 
*Land Use/Planning 
The increase density from infill sites 
could exceed the surrounding 
infrastructure and services.  How 
will this be prevented? 
 

*Population/Housing 
The infill sites will cause   
additional density per acre 
which could exceed population 
balance for Community regional 
areas.  How will this be 
prevented? 
 
*Transportation/Traffic 
The increase density from infill 
projects could cause traffic 
congestion.  An accurate traffic 
analysis using a traffic modeling 
program with current traffic 
conditions must be used to 
analyze this impact.  Timely 
real world traffic mitigation 
measures should be provided 
to address these impacts. 

 
Policy TC-1a, TC-1b, and Table TC-1-
Major Concern 
Consider revising policies, and table to 
bring objectives into conformance with 
policy TC-1p, TC-1r, TC-1t, TC-1u, Tc-
1w, TC-4f, TC-4i, HO-1.3, HO-1.5, HO-
1.8, HO-1.18, HO-5.1, and HO-5.2, to 
allow for narrower streets and road 
ways and to support the development of 
housing affordable to all income levels. 

 

Road widths should not be set by housing 
issues, but for public safety issues. 

Allowing narrower streets sacrifices safety 
of our citizens in a significant way.   To do 
this for financial gain is not appropriate.  
Highway standards should be based 
strictly on safety and if a road cannot meet 
the standards, that becomes what limits 
the use and development of a parcel—we 
should not let the use and development of 
a parcel dictate the safety level 

*Transportation/Traffic 
The decreasing of road widths will 
cause traffic accidents and safety 
issue for pedestrians and bicycles.  
A very high percentage of El 
Dorado County streets do not have 
sidewalks.  If the streets widths are 
narrowed without sidewalks this will 
cause a safety issue. 
The EIR should analyze these 
impacts and provide detailed 
mitigation measures.  
 

 

Policy TC-1m, TC-1n(B), TC-1w-
Moderate Concern 
Consider amending policies to clean up 
language including; TC-1m delete “of 
effort”’ TC-1n(B) replace accidents with 
crashes; and TC-1w, delete word 
maximum. 

Why replace the word “accidents” with the 
word “crashes”?  Are they considered the 
same?  Is one more inclusive of incidents 
that the other? Why not include both 
“accidents and crashes”?  Or, are all 
accidents a subset of crashes?  We need 
to make sure that this change does not 
reduce the need for safety improvements 
on our roads 

No Comment at this time  



 
Issue 

 

EDH-APAC 
Position NOP Response NOP Response 

 



 
Issue 

 

EDH-APAC 
Position NOP Response NOP Response 

Policy 7.1.2.1-Major Concern 
Consider amending the restrictions for 
development on 30% slopes, and set 
standards in the Zoning Ordinance and 
Grading Ordinance. 

 

Construction of homes on 30% grade 
would cause additional environmental 
impacts on the area (grading, water runoff, 
and erosion). 

The existing language in the General Plan 
seems appropriate.  If there are additional 
exceptions that are appropriate but not 
currently included, then add them to the 
General Plan.  Keeping this in the general 
plan allows a proper EIR to be performed. 

*Hydrology/Water Quality 
Construction of homes on 30% or 
greater grades would cause 
additional environmental impacts on 
the area (grading, water runoff, and 
erosion).  How will this be 
mitigated? 

 

*Hazards & Hazardous 
Material 
Construction on steeper slopes 
will cause additional exposure 
to soil perturbations and will 
cause air born particles of dust 
and asbestos.  Please analyze 
this issue and provide 
mitigation measures. 

Policy 2.2.1.2 -Major Concern 
High Density Residential:  Consider 
analyzing the effects of increasing High 
Density Residential Land use density 
from a maximum of 5 units per acre to 8 
units per acre 

Increasing the density to 8 units per acre 
would put a tremendous load on the 
supporting infrastructure. 

This amounts to giving away the Density 
Bonus without earning it!  The analysis for 
this type of density should be done through 
the Density Bonus provision.   

*Aesthetics 
The increase density would remove 
natural vegetation and trees which 
provides a rural atmosphere and a 
more harmonious environment.  
Please assess the impact on 
aesthetics with the increase density 
from 5 units to 8 units/acre. 
 
*Air Quality 
The County already often exceeds 
the State air quality limits to avoid 
health risks associated with air 
pollution. This increase density will 
cause higher levels of air pollution.  
How will this be prevented?   
 
*Land Use/Planning 
The increase density from 5 to 8 
units per acre could exceed the 
surrounding infrastructure and 
services.  How will this be 
prevented? 
 
 
 

*Noise 
  The increase in density will 
cause additional traffic and 
other related noises.  How will 
this be mitigated? 
 
*Population/Housing 
The 5 to 8 units per acre 
increase in density and will 
cause   additional density per 
acre which could exceed 
population balance for 
Community regional areas.  
How will this out of balance 
condition be prevented? 
 
*Transportation/Traffic 
The increase density from 5 to 
8 units per acre will cause 
traffic congestion. An accurate 
traffic analysis using a traffic 
modeling program with current 
traffic conditions must be used 
to analyze this impact.  Timely 
real world traffic mitigation 
measures should be provided 
to address these impacts. 
 
 
 

Policy 2.1.1.1 and 2.1.2.1-Major These areas should be identified before *Aesthetics 
The changing or adding new areas 

*Transportation/Traffic 
The change or adding of these 



 
Issue 

 

EDH-APAC 
Position NOP Response NOP Response 

Concern 
Consider analyzing the possibility of 
adding new, amending or deleting 
existing Community Regions or Rural 
Center planning areas 

analysis to determine public support for the 
change.  The policy change must be 
clearly defined before an EIR can assess 
the impacts of this amendment. 

in either the rural or Community 
Regions could have a major visual 
impact on the affect areas.  Please 
analyze the visual impacts that 
would be caused in areas that 
would be subject to this policy. 
 
*Air Quality 
Please analyze the air quality 
impact of all possible change that 
could occur with the new policy. 
 
*Population/Housing 
Please analyze all of the population 
changes and impacts that will occur 
as result of the policy. 
 
 
 
 

centers could cause different 
traffic patterns.  Please analyze 
all of the possible impacts to 
roads in any area that might be 
subject to this new policy.  
 
*Land Use/Planning 
Please analyze the entire 
existing infrastructure that 
would be affected by this policy. 

Policy 2.1.1.3  
Mixed use developments which 
combine commercial and residential 
uses in a single project are permissible 
and encouraged within Community 
Regions. The maximum residential 
density of 20 dwelling units per acre 
may only be achieved where adequate 
infrastructure, such as water, sewer and 
roadway are available or can be provide 
concurrent with development. 

Language should be added that stipulates 
that the number of APPROVED dwelling 
units will be dependent on approved traffic 
studies and the application of appropriate 
traffic mitigation measures concurrent with 
development. 

No Comment at this time.  

Policy 2.1.2.5 
Mixed use developments which 
combine commercial and residential 
uses in a single project are permissible 
and encouraged within Community 
Regions. The maximum residential 
density shall be 10 dwelling units per 
acre in Rural Centers in identified mixed 
use areas as defined in the Zoning 

Language should be added that stipulates 
that the number of APPROVED dwelling 
units will be dependent on approved traffic 
studies and the application of appropriate 
traffic mitigation measures concurrent with 
development. 

“Identified” mixed use areas must be 
disclosed in the Zoning Ordinance before 

No comment at this time.  



 
Issue 

 

EDH-APAC 
Position NOP Response NOP Response 

Ordinance. The residential component 
of a mixed use project may include a full 
range of single and/or multi family 
design concepts.  The maximum 
residential density of 10 dwelling units 
per acre may only be achieved where 
adequate infrastructure, such as water, 
sewer and roadway are available or can 
be provide concurrent with 
development. 

an EIR is prepared. 

Policy TC-Xd, TC-Xe, and TC-Xf- 
Major Concern 
Consider revising the policies to clarify 
the definition of "worsen", what action or 
analysis is required if the threshold of 
"worsen" is met, clarification of the 
parameters of analysis (i.e. analysis 
period, analysis scenarios, methods), 
thresholds and timing of improvements. 

 

This should be a scientific term that has a 
measurable value and infrastructure trigger 
points must be established to prevent 
reduction of traffic circulation and 
degrading of service. 
 
Is the term being revisited to dilute impacts 
of increased traffic caused by new 
developments? 
 

*Transportation/Traffic 
The change of the definition of 
worsen could cause more projects 
to be approved with out the 
supporting infrastructure to prevent 
congestion.  Please analyze all of 
the possible impacts to roads that 
would be subject to lessening of 
traffic standards in any area that 
might be subject to this new 
definition.  
 

 

Policy 10.2.1.5- Major Concern 
Don’t see any ROI language indicating a 
desire to analyze a change in this policy 

 

 

The way staff has proposed to change this 
policy violates another fundamental 
principle.  The proposed word change from 
“shall” to “may” could result in existing 
citizens subsidizing developers for the cost 
of facilities, infrastructure, and services.    
All development applications for 
subdivision must require a Public Facilities 
and Services Financing Plan that assures 
cost burdens do not fall on existing 
residents. 

No comment at this time.  

Table TC-2, TC-Xb and, TC-Xd-
Moderate Concern 
Consider amending or deleting table 
TC-2 and maintain list outside of 
General Plan and amending any 
policies referring to Table TC-2. 

Traffic is one of the two most observable 
items to people in the county.  A list of 
these roads belongs in the General Plan.  
If they are removed, an EIR would have to 
be performed every time a new road 
segment was added to the list or the 
Maximum V/C ratio was changed.  The 

No comment at this time.  



 
Issue 

 

EDH-APAC 
Position NOP Response NOP Response 

 

 

EIR needs to know what to evaluate now 
and cannot anticipate future changes by 
the County. 

In addition, Policy TC-Xf should not have 
the item “or (2) ensure the commencement 
of construction of the necessary road 
improvements are included in the County’s 
10-year  (or 20-year) CIP”.  This second 
item should be eliminated since the CIP 
changes frequently and is budget 
dependent.  The improvements might 
never be constructed and then the citizens 
would have to live with unbearable traffic 
forever.  Or, expecting citizens to tolerate 
traffic and safety problems for 10 or more 
years is unreasonable. 

 



 
Issue 

 

EDH-APAC 
Position NOP Response NOP Response 

Policies 5.2.1.3 and 5.3.1.1- Moderate 
Concern 
Consider amending policies to increase 
flexibility for the connection to public 
water and wastewater systems when 
projects are located in a Community 
Region. 

 

The proposal is to remove the word “shall” 
and replace with the word “may” in 
requirement of connecting to public water 
and public wastewater.  This is not 
appropriate for a Community Region!  The 
whole idea of a Community Region is that 
infrastructure is readily available.  If a 
development cannot connect to both public 
water and public wastewater, it does not 
belong in the Community Region—
especially for high-density residential and 
multifamily residential development.  The 
use of the word “may” might be appropriate 
in the case of medium-density residential, 
commercial, industrial, and research and 
development projects. 

Also, the addition of the words “if 
reasonably available” should be replaced 
with “if appropriate”, otherwise if public 
water and public wastewater are not 
“reasonably available” an applicant could 
claim that they are allowed to develop 
using well water and/or septic by right. 

 

*Hydrology/Water Quality 
The change from shall to may will 
increase well water use and could 
cause a lowering of the water table 
to existing residents.  How will this 
be prevented? 
 
*Land Use/Planning 
The increase density from these 
additional sites could exceed the 
surrounding infrastructure and 
services.  How will this be 
prevented? 
 
*Population/Housing 
The additional sites approved from 
this change in policy will cause   
more houses in the Community 
region, which could exceed 
population balance for Community 
regional areas.  How will this be 
prevented? 
 
 

*Transportation/Traffic 
The increase housing from this 
policy change could cause 
traffic congestion. An accurate 
traffic analysis using a traffic 
modeling program with current 
traffic conditions must be used 
to analyze this impact.  Timely 
mitigation measures should be 
provided to address these 
impacts. 
 



 
Issue 

 

EDH-APAC 
Position NOP Response NOP Response 

Zoning Ordinance:  ROI 183-2011- ;- 
Major Concern 

6. Provide alternative means to any 
open space requirement as part of a 
planned development to provide more 
flexibility and incentives for infill 
development and focus on recreation in 
Community Regions and Rural Centers 

 

This will allow too many discretionary 
decisions by county policy makers on open 
space issues. 
 
The policy change must be clearly defined 
before an EIR can assess the impacts of 
this amendment. 

*Aesthetics 
The lost of open space will detract 
from the visual appearance of 
housing project.  Please address 
mitigation measures that will 
compensate for lost of open spaces 
on view shed. 
 
*Land Use/Planning 
If open space is not required, 
project design will put houses on 
less than desirable land.  How will 
this be mitigated? 
 
 

Vegetation and trees which are 
in most open spaces provide 
sound attenuation.  How will 
this increase in sound and 
noise be mitigated when open 
space is removed from housing 
projects?  
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TO: ZONING ORDINANCE SCOPING PANEL 

FROM: BAIOCCHI FAMILY VINEYARDS 

SUBJECT: PURPOSED AP ROLL IN  

 

Dear Valarie, 

 

We wanted to share our observations and opinion on the purposed opt in eligibility concerning the 
T.G.P.A. 

Through the scoping meeting, we were informed that AP parcels would be rolled into LA. This denying 
properties currently performing agriculture, inside of agriculture districts with agriculture zoning the 
ability to have ranch marketing and in some cases production with out the cost of conditional use 
permits (CUP). 

While eligibility might be granted through the opt in process to RE Zoned parcel to be PA if so desired 
through the opt in option. These properties who may or may not be Agriculture would then have very 
exclusive rights with out C.U.P.  

While, we are in favor of the opt in process and understand the need to encourage more agriculture 
where designated. We cannot see the logic to deny current parcel owners who would like to continue or 
expand their specific agricultural goals. 

This AP – LA roll in would seem to go directly against the concept of the opt in program. We would 
respectfully request that the panel bring such recommendations to the B.O.S so to protect and help the 
small minority of property owners that should be given fair treatment in order to grow their businesses 
as Ag Stewards in the community. 

 

Sincerely, 

Greg & Sharon Baiocchi 

 Greg Baiocchi
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4 Day Zoning Ordinance Workshop July 16 - July 20, 2012 
COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS  
 
Article 1 
1.  17.10.020 D Where an inconsistency exists between General Plan and Zoning 
General Plan shall govern. 
 
The newly created 462 pg draft Zoning Ordinance Update calls for unilaterally changing 
all "inconsistent" zoning to be consistent with the 2004 General Plan that expanded the 
Community Regions without site specific land use analysis. Many existing land uses in 
the Community Regions are not compatible to high density as defined in the General 
Plan “as the desire to locate the highest intensity densities”.  This would put these areas 
of highest intensity densities, bordering existing rural, low density residential, next to 
senior housing and agriculture. This would significantly and irrevocably impact many 
existing land uses in the Community Regions. In attending many local meetings the 
overriding recommendation from residents of the Community Region of El Dorado Hills 
is to change this definition of the Community Region to High Density areas designated 
for reasonable smart growth where the test of Compatibility and Mitigable Impacts can 
be met, where necessary infrastructure can be provided and at occupancy public safety 
are conditioned by the County for the developer to complete prior to occupancy permits 
issued.. A broad brush planning approach for the Community Region to push highest 
intensity densities into so the remainder of the County can remain rural would be legally 
inequitable and burdensome for the areas defined as Community Regions. The 
Community Region should not be blanketed with generalized planning language as high 
density identified to absorb highest intensity density's. The 2004 General Plan lacks the 
full analysis of impacts to existing lands in the Community Region, the Environmental 
cumulative Impacts and the Infrastructure Impacts for making this general designation.  
At this time County is stating they don’t have the money needed for the traffic 
infrastructure required by some of these large proposed projects yet they want the 
Community Regions to absorb highest intensity density’s and in some areas clustered 
so the impacts are magnified in a smaller area. This is extremely problematic and could 
easily lead to Class Action Lawsuit as in doing this broad brush approach as cumulative 
impacts and incompatibility were not considered in the 2004 General Plan.   
   
Recommendations from residents of El Dorado Hills (Community Region) : We 
request this changed to state if Zoning and General Plan are inconsistent the 
compatibility and cumulative impacts must be evaluated for each parcel. If high density 
is not compatible with existing land uses and/ or significant non- mitigable impacts 
exist the Zoning should not be changed, the General Plan Designation should be 
changed. We want the Board of Supervisors and the Planning Commission to work with 
the local Area Planning Advisory Committees in each area to evaluate the rezoning of 
existing land uses to be consistent with the General Plan based on compatibility of 
adjacent and adjoining uses, environmental impacts, degree of mitigation and quantity 
of mitigations required, degree of the change to Community Identity to come up with 
reasonable and equitable Zoning Designations not a unilateral “ desire of areas for 
highest intensity densities”.  This should be done by doing a thorough Environmental 



Impact Report analyzing all parcels in the Community Region for acceptability as areas 
of highest intensity densities, based on all impacts, compatibility with existing land uses 
and available and timely public resources and infrastructure, not a blanket statement 
that will be added to a 10 or 20 year Capital Improvement Program. There should be 
project specific timelines of needed infrastructure and services before a project defined 
to satisfy highest intensity densities is approved. All projects in the Community Regions 
will have very different and specific needs to offsite infrastructure and a blanket 
condition of satisfying them by putting them in a 10 or 20 year Capital Improvement 
Program does not address a quantitative way to evaluate when those improvements are 
critical and needed. It is my opinion that the Traffic Impact Analysis required for a 
project are not adequately dealing with this as the ones I have reviewed site the 
Significant Impact but state it is mitigated by putting it in a 10 year Capital Improvement 
Program. Some of these traffic improvements must be done at occupancy or public 
safety would be a significant issue. We request a method of identifying quantitatively the 
needs of a projects and staging those needs to realistic and appropriate timelines and 
volume triggers for the area. We request the options of Zones Designations in the 
Community Regions be expanded for more options ranges of minimum lot sizes  for the 
R1 designation not just two options of  "R1" for 6000 sf (approx. 6 lots per acre) and 
"R20K" 20000sf (approx. 2 lots per acre). 

 
2. 17.12.10 A Official Zones 

Recommendation: We want El Dorado Hills to be analyzed for a Community Plan as 
Meyers is. This could be one of the mechanisms of dealing with inconsistency of the 
zoning where the General Plan was expanded to broaden the Community Region (High 
Density designation) back in 2004 and caused the zoning to then be incompatible. 
Create an El Dorado Hills Community Plan and work with El Dorado Hills Area Planning 
Advisory committee, EDAC, Business Alliances and other interested community 
members to establish zoning compatibility with existing uses and consider cumulative 
impacts.  

 
3. 17.12.010 B Minimum Lot Size Designation 
 
Only gives two choice for residential  
"R1" for 6000 sf (approx. 6 lots per acre) 
"R20K" 20000sf (approx. 2 lots per acre) 
These should not be the only two option for residential. 

Recommendation:  We want a broader range such as to allow minimum lot size of 3 
per acre and possibly 4 per acre. 6 per acre are rarely compatible or non significantly 
impacting in the Community Regions of El Dorado County.  
 
4. 17.12.010 D  
El Dorado Hills may benefit from designation as Design Review Community (DC).  



Recommendation: Analyze El Dorado Hills as a formalized Design Review 
Community.   

Tara Mccann, P.E. 
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7/30/12 Edcgov.us Mail - Fwd: Ag zoning

1/1https://mail.google.com/mail/u/1/?ui=2&ik=1386fa587f&view=pt&search=inb…

TGPA-ZOU ZOU <tgpa-zou@edcgov.us>

Fwd: Ag zoning
1 message

Shawna Purvines <shawna.purvines@edcgov.us> Fri, Jul 20, 2012 at 12:41 PM
To: TGPA-ZOU ZOU <TGPA-ZOU@edcgov.us>

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: ROBERT SCHARPF <qtzhill@wildblue.net>
Date: Thu, Jul 19, 2012 at 10:18 PM
Subject: Ag zoning
To: shawna.purvines@edcgov.us

Dear Ms Purvines,  I understand that I should send my concerns about Ag zoning directly to you. My wife and I are concerned about the
rezoning of our ag property. Our 15 acres, plus our son Stevens 10 acres constitutes our Quartz Hill Vineyard. As I understand it, we are
now zoned AP which is being discontinued. Since we have been operating a commercial vineyard for many years, we  think we should
best be zoned as PA.
We hope the county will support us on this issue. Please let me know if you need any additional information.

Sincerely,  Robert and Margot Scharpf 

-- 

Shawna L. Purvines
Sr. Planner
Development Services
El Dorado County
Phone:(530) 621-5362
shawna.purvines@edcgov.us
www.edcgov.us

NOTICE: This e-mail and an. files transmitted with it may  contain confidential information, and are intended 
solely  for the use of the individual or entity  to whom they  are addressed. 
 Any  retransmission, dissemination or other use of the information by  persons other than the intended recipient or 
entity  is prohibited.
 If y ou receive this e-mail in error please contact the sender by  return e-mail and delete the material from y our 
sy stem. 
Thank y ou.
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July 17, 2012 
Dear Supervisor Nutting, 
 
My name is Taani Story, we met briefly at the Quik Stop in Diamond Springs recently when you 
approached me about finding you a buckskin horse (I am still searching, finding a good horse in 
a specific color is a challenge). I was driving my white SUV with my business “Ad” on my back 
window (My Dream Ranch for Boarding), and an “Adopt a Wild Mustang” bumper sticker. 
 
I own property in El Dorado County and my business on my property, where I also live, includes 
a horse boarding facility for 9 or more horses.  I have expended a great deal of time and money 
installing horse barns/stalls and a covered arena for my horse boarding facility.   
 

I am confused and concerned about the proposed County Zoning Ordinance regarding 
boarding stables of 9 or more boarded horses.   Specifically, the requirement for a 
Conditional Use Permit on boarding stables of 9 or more horses.  Or the possible 
requirement to qualify as an Outdoor Recreational Facility instead of a Home 
Occupation. 
 

My property is RE-10.  If I follow the draft zoning ordinance trail for boarding stables of 9 or 
more horses, it appears to me that I must qualify to board horses under section 17.40.210 
Outdoor Recreational Facilities.  My property is zoned RE-10.  I do not see Outdoor 
Recreational Facilities listed as a land use under RE-10.  Would I need to rezone my property to 
continue doing what I am already doing?  Or, pay county fees for a Conditional Use Permit as a 
Home Occupation?   How much is a Conditional Use Permit and are there any additional costs 
associated with obtaining  a Conditional Use Permit?  How often would I need to renew a 
Conditional Use Permit? 
 
Would I be grandfathered in and not have to pay the Conditional Use Permit?  What about new 
folks who want to offer horse boarding for 9 or more horses on the property where they live?  
What would it cost them to start up and how must they be zoned?  Does a horse boarding facility 
of  9 or more horses qualify as a Home Occupation? 
 
I also support outdoor use and clients allowed under the Home Occupation Ordinance.  I am 
certified in Equine Assisted Growth and Learning (EAGALA which helped Ms. Dugard after her 
ordeal).  But “Group lessons shall be limited to a maximum of four students at any one time, once 
per day, provided adequate parking is available” is too limiting for EAGALA work and EAGALA 
work isn’t really a lesson per se. 
 
I have highlighted relevant text from the El Dorado County draft zoning ordinance on the 
attached pages should you wish more detail.  I believe you are my supervisor and I would 
appreciate any help possible.  I am sorry but I will be out of state during part of this week so I 
may miss the relevant Board and Planning Commission joint workshop to discuss these issues. 
 
Sincerely, 
Taani Story 
Owner, My Dream Ranch 
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Attachments 
 

Article 8 Glossary Page 28 Draft El Dorado County Code Stables.  
  
Stables are divided into the following categories:  
 

Commercial. Facility for keeping horses available to the public for hire. This may also 
include larger facilities that specialize in equestrian training, exhibitions, and boarding; 
and their accessory structures, such as arenas, spectator stands, and training facilities. 
Commercial stables do not include the keeping of horses for personal use, training, or 
horse boarding consistent with a home occupation. (See Section 17.40.210: Outdoor 
Recreation Facilities).  
 
Private. An accessory building to a primary residential use that is used to shelter horses 
and other domestic farm animals for the exclusive use of the property owner or occupant, 
or for training and horse boarding consistent with a home occupation. (See Section 
17.40.170: Home Occupations).  

  
Article 4     17.40.160 Home Occupations  
 

C. Standards. A home occupation shall be allowed in compliance with the following 
standards:  
 
For horse boarding or riding lessons, five to eight boarded horses or students in a group 
lesson may be allowed under this permit. Nine or more is considered a commercial stable as 
defined in Article 8 and subject to Subsection G, below. 
 
 
G. Conditional Use Permit. Where a proposed home occupation exceeds the standards 
under Subsections C or D above, a Conditional Use Permit shall be required.  

 
17.40.210 Outdoor Recreational Facilities 
 

D. Commercial Stables. Stables that provide horses for hire at an hourly or daily rate, 
commercial boarding and training of horses, or riding lessons that exceed the standards of a 
home occupation under Section 17.40.150.F.2 shall be subject to the following minimum 
standards: 
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17.40.160 Home Occupations  
A. Purpose. The purpose of this Section is to provide opportunities for home-based businesses 
incidental to and compatible with surrounding residential and agricultural uses in order to encourage 
employers to offer home workplace alternatives, promote economic self-sufficiency of County 
residents, reduce commuting on U.S. Highway 50, while minimizing conflicts with adjacent property 
owners, maintaining the residential character of neighborhoods, and protecting the public health, 
safety, and welfare.  
B. Applicability. A home occupation, as defined in Article 8, shall be permitted in any zone that 
allows single- or multi-unit residential use in compliance with the standards and permitting 
requirements of this Section.  
C. Standards. A home occupation shall be allowed in compliance with the following standards:  
1. All business is conducted within permitted structures on the lot. The appearance of the structure 
shall not be altered nor shall the occupation be conducted in a manner that would cause the structure 
to differ from its residential character either by the use of colors, materials, construction, lighting, or 
signs, except where required under Paragraph 5, below.  
2. For home occupations conducted in any part of a garage, the activity shall not be visible from a 
right-of-way or road easement, nor shall it require vehicles of the property owner to be routinely 
parked on the street.  
3. The business shall be owned and operated by a person or persons residing on the premises. The 
business owner may have on site meetings with other business personnel who provide support 
service to the home occupation, such as accountants and transcribers. Full or part-time employees 
under the direct payroll and supervision of the business owner shall be allowed to report to work at 
the site of the home occupation subject to Paragraph 5, as follows:  
a. One employee shall be allowed on lots one acre to less than five acres;  
b. Two employees shall be allowed on lots five acres or greater.  
4. Retail sales may occur on the premises by appointment, only, or when conducted by telephone, 
mail, or internet, with delivery occurring off site.  
5. A building permit for change of use for that portion of the residence utilized as an office, 
workroom, sales area, and restroom facilities for employees and commercial customers shall receive 
final occupancy approval subject to Building Code Section 1101B.6 (Commercial Facilities Located 
in Private Residences) prior to business license approval.  
6. As part of the home occupation, no equipment or process shall be used that creates noise, 
vibration, dust, glare, fumes, odors, or electrical interference detectable to the normal senses off site. 
In the case of electrical interference, no equipment or process shall be used that creates visual or 
audible interference in any radio or television receivers, or that causes fluctuations in line voltage off 
site.  
7. Commercial delivery vehicles that are normally associated with residential uses may be utilized for 
the pick up or delivery of materials related to the home occupation.  
8. No heavy commercial vehicles, as defined in Article 8 (Vehicle, Heavy Commercial), used as part 
of the home occupation shall be stored or parked on site or on the road frontage in RM, R1, R20K, 
R1A, R2A, and R3A zones. On lots five acres or larger and in Residential Estate (RE) and 
Agricultural and Resource zones (Chapters 17.24 and 17.21, respectively), heavy commercial 
vehicles may be stored on site providing they are not visible from a right-of-way or road easement, 
except when in use.  
9. Goods or materials used or manufactured as part of the home occupation shall not be visible to the 
public when stored. 
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10. Any materials used or manufactured as part of the home occupation may be subject to the review 
and approval of Environmental Management and the applicable fire department prior to business 
license sign off by the Department.  
11. Student instruction shall be provided by appointment only, subject to the following standards:  
a. Group lessons shall be limited to a maximum of four students at any one time, once per day, 
provided adequate parking is available. Parking space that meets on site residential requirements, as 
well as available parking space along the road frontage may be used.  
b. No concerts, recitals, performance events, or showings shall be held on the site unless in 
compliance with Subsection D, below.  
c. Student instruction shall be permitted between the hours of 7:00 a.m. and 9:00 p.m.  
12. The following home occupations shall be allowed by right in Agricultural and Resource and 
Residential Estate (RE) zones (Chapters 17.21 and 17.24, respectively), on lots with a minimum size 
of 10 acres, in compliance with the standards under Paragraph C.11:  
a. Horseback riding lessons or similar instruction involving animal husbandry.  
b. Horse boarding providing the use or training of the horse(s) is limited to their owners or lessees.  
 
D. Student Instruction - Administrative Permit Required. An Administrative Permit shall be 
required when a home occupation exceeds the standards under Paragraphs C.11 or C.12, above. An 
Administrative Permit for a home occupation under this Subsection shall only be approved when the 
Director finds that the standards being exceeded will not change the residential character of the 
neighborhood based on the attendance numbers, frequency or duration of the event, and nature of the 
use. If applicable, the location of an accessory structure relative to adjacent residential uses shall be 
considered, as well. For horse boarding or riding lessons, five to eight boarded horses or students in a 
group lesson may be allowed under this permit. Nine or more is considered a commercial stable as 
defined in Article 8 and subject to Subsection G, below. In addition to all other standards under 
Subsection C, permit approval shall be subject to compliance with the following standards:  
1. The site of the home occupation either has direct access to a public or private road that conforms 
to Standard Plan 101C, or the property owner participates in a road maintenance association.  
2. The total number of vehicle round trips to the site generated by students receiving group lessons 
shall not exceed 12 per day.  
3. There shall be adequate parking on the site to accommodate recitals or concerts, in addition to the 
required residential parking spaces. Added parking areas shall be located outside of any setback areas 
for the zone, in compliance with Subsection 17.36.040.D (Parking and Loading). Available parking 
along the road frontage may be used, also.  
4. A proposed accessory structure for the purpose of conducting recitals or concerts shall be 
permitted as follows:  
a. For lots less than one acre, one structure of 600 square feet, maximum.  
b. For lots one acre or larger, one structure of 1,200 square feet, maximum.  
5. The Administrative Permit shall not be transferable from the applicant to any other person.  
E. Signs. Signs identifying authorized home business activities on the site shall be subject to the 
standards in Table 17.40.150 below. All signs shall be compatible in design with the residential 
structures on site and shall not be illuminated.  
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Table 17.40.150 Home 
Business Sign Standards RM, 
R1, R20K, R1A  

R2A, R3A, RE-5  RE-10,  
Ag and Resource Zones  

Number  1  2  2  
Size (cumulative)  1 square foot  6 square feet  12 square feet  
Height (maximum)  n/a  6 feet  8 feet  
Location  On wall adjacent  

to front entrance  
1 within front setback to be visible 
from the adjoining road and 1 
adjacent to residence or structure 
where home business is conducted 

 

   
    
    
    
   

 

F. Prohibited Home Occupations. The following uses occurring on the site are not incidental to or 
compatible with residential activities and shall not be allowed as home occupations except as 
indicated below:  (I did not included prohibited Home Occupations) 
   
    
    
    
   

 
 
G. Conditional Use Permit. Where a proposed home occupation exceeds the standards under 
Subsections C or D above, a Conditional Use Permit shall be required.  
 
 
*Optional Analysis for the Home Occupation Ordinance would allow for EAGALA work outside: 
 
3. Rural Regions – a. Four employees on < 5 acres; 7 employees between 5 and 10 acres; 10 
employees on ≥ 10 acres.  
b. Business may have a "greater impact" on neighborhood than in Rural Centers.  
c. "Larger number" of clients/customers on site at one time.  
d. Outdoor businesses not required to be screened.  
4. General standards: For purposed of determining employees allowed, acreage measured as the total 
of contiguous lots under business owner's title.  
5. Undefined permit required for businesses having more than two employees or that have a 
"significant impact" on the neighborhood.  
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Residential Estate (RE). The RE, Residential Estate Zone is intended to preserve the rural character 
of an area and to minimize required services by providing for and regulating the development of low 
density and rural residential development at a range of densities to include one dwelling unit per five 
acres and one dwelling per 10 acres. Minimum lot size designations of —5 and —10 are applied to 
this zone based on surrounding land use compatibility, physical and infrastructural constraints, and 
General Plan land use designation. Said designations represent the minimum number of acres 
permitted for each lot. Agricultural structures and uses are considered compatible with this zone, as 
accessory to the residential use of the property.  
 
I did not find Outdoor Recreational Use as a land use in RE zoning. 
 
17.24.020 Matrix of Permitted Uses  
 
Uses are permitted in the following zones subject to the requirements of this Title as designated in 
Table 17.24.020 below:  
 
Table 17.24.020 Residential Zone Use Matrix 
RM: Multi-unit Residential  
R1, R20K: Single-unit Residential  
R1A: One-acre Residential  
R2A: Two-acre Residential  
R3A: Three-acre Residential  
RE: Residential Estate  
NS: Neighborhood Service  

P Permitted use  
A Administrative Permit required (17.52.010)  
CUP/ Conditional Use Permit /  
MUP Minor use Permit required (17.52.020)  
TMA Temporary Mobile Home Permit required (17.52.050) 
T Temporary use permit required (17.52.060)  
— Use not allowed in zone  

LAND USE  PERMIT REQUIRED BY 
ZONE  

Specific Use Regulation  

RM  R1, R20K  R1A  R2A  R3A  RE  
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7/30/12 Edcgov.us Mail - Fwd: Public Comments and Recommendations; Zoning O…

1/2https://mail.google.com/mail/u/1/?ui=2&ik=1386fa587f&view=pt&search=inb…

TGPA-ZOU ZOU <tgpa-zou@edcgov.us>

Fwd: Public Comments and Recommendations; Zoning Ordinance Workshops July 16 - July
20, 2012
1 message

Shawna Purvines <shawna.purvines@edcgov.us> Sun, Jul 29, 2012 at 9:04 AM
To: jalarner@comcast.net
Cc: TGPA-ZOU ZOU <TGPA-ZOU@edcgov.us>

Thank you Jill

Shawna Purvines

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Jill Larner <jalarner@comcast.net>
Date: Fri, Jul 27, 2012 at 4:44 PM
Subject: Public Comments and Recommendations; Zoning Ordinance Workshops July 16 - July 20, 2012
To: shawna.purvines@edcgov.us

To:  Shawna Purvines, Senior Planner

 

Zoning Ordinance Workshops July 16 - July 20, 2012

Public Comments and Recommendations

 

 

17.10.020 D  Where an inconsistency exists between General Plan and zoning designation for a lot, the General Plan designation shall
govern.

 

Many existing land uses in the Community Regions are not compatible with high density development, yet the Community Regions are
intended for the highest intensity of self-sustaining compact urban-type development or suburban type development within the county.
 Residents typically choose the location of their home based on the zoning of the properties adjacent to and surrounding their own
property.  Residents should not have to be concerned that the properties in their neighborhood will be rezoned for high density development
simply because their neighborhood was placed in a Community Region by the General Plan.  

 

Recommendations:

1.  We request that the term 'Community Region' be changed to 'High Density Area' because it more accurately describes what type of
development the County plans for that area.

 

2.  We request that when there is an inconsistency between the General Plan and zoning designation for a lot, the zoning designation
shall govern.  This request follows the concern that the current Community Region boundaries give the County too much discretionary

authority to change the land use designation within Community Region boundaries.

 

3.  We request that the residents of Shingle Springs be given the opportunity to create their own comprehensive plan for the future of
Shingle Springs, much like the Meyers Community Plan.

 

4.  We request that the County use zoning and land use designations as stepped buffers. For example, if a neighborhood is low density,
then next to it should be medium density residential, followed by high density residential, followed by commercial professional offices, then
retail, and then industrial.
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17.51.050 Public Notice  Notice of public hearings or staff-level review with notice procedures shall be provided as set forth in California
Government Code Section 65090 et seq., except that notice shall be provided to owners of real property, as shown on the latest equalized
assessment roll, within 500 feet of the real property that is the subject of the public hearing or staff-level review.

 

Recommendation:

We request that to ensure transparency in zoning changes, signs also be used as part of the public notice process, like Placerville and
Sacramento County does.

 

Thank you,

 

Greg and Jill Larner

Shingle Springs, CA

 

 

-- 

Shawna L. Purvines
Sr. Planner
Development Services
El Dorado County
Phone:(530) 621-5362
shawna.purvines@edcgov.us
www.edcgov.us

NOTICE: This e-mail and an. files transmitted with it may  contain confidential information, and are intended 
solely  for the use of the individual or entity  to whom they  are addressed. 
 Any  retransmission, dissemination or other use of the information by  persons other than the intended recipient or 
entity  is prohibited.
 If y ou receive this e-mail in error please contact the sender by  return e-mail and delete the material from y our 
sy stem. 
Thank y ou.
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S E R R A N O 
 
Via Electronic Delivery 
 
 
August 1, 2012 
 
Shawna Purvines 
El Dorado County Development Services 
2850 Fairlane Court 
Placerville, CA  95667 
 
RE: Draft Zoning Ordinance Text 
 
Dear Shawna, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to submit comments on the proposed text of the Zoning Ordinance.  My 
comments are as follows: 
 
Section 17.10.040 – Applicability of Zoning Ordinance (Article 1, page 5) 
 

1. Paragraph C.3 (Effect of Zoning Ordinance Changes on Projects in Process – Time Extensions) 
says that an application for a time extension may be conditioned to comply with the provisions 
of the Title.  Please describe the types of circumstances when this might occur.  My concern is 
that the proposed zoning ordinance introduces many new standards that, if enforced on an 
application for time extension, could result in a complete re-design of the project (at substantial 
cost to the applicant or reduction in lots) or an unusually long list of variances to maintain the 
current approval in place. 

 
Table 17.24.020 – Residential Zone Use Matrix (Article 2, page 34) 
 

1. Small and large Community Care Facilities are prohibited in the RM zone, yet the RM zone 
allows for apartments and condominiums that could accommodate senior-assisted living.  Could 
such a Use Type be allowed in an RM zone with a CUP or is there another mechanism in the 
zoning ordinance to provide for this use? 
 

2. Picnic Area is a defined Use Type in the glossary that provides for installation of picnic tables, 
but requires a CUP in all residential zones.  In Serrano, we have installed small numbers of picnic 
tables in common area lots to provide for small, impromptu gatherings for residents, accessible 
via walking.  Requiring a CUP for the installation of one or two picnic tables seems a bit onerous.  
I suggest the CUP be required only for very large picnic areas that have the potential to create 
noise or other nuisance concerns to nearby property owners. 
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Table 17.24.030 – Residential Zones Development Standards (Article 2, page 37 and 38) 
 

1. The minimum 7,500 sf lot size and 75 foot lot width standard for corner lots in the RM and R1 
zones are reasonable for standard single-family detached structures, but provide an impediment 
to delivering alternative housing types such as row houses or halfplex units.  This is a new 
standard from the existing zoning ordinance and requires an additional variance request to 
accommodate innovative product designs.  I suggest you limit the standard to traditional, single-
family detached units. 
 

2. Is the 5 foot side yard setback for the RM and R1 zones consistent with State Building or Fire  
Codes?  It’s my understanding that the mandate for residential fire sprinklers has reduced the 
side yard setback to 3 feet. 
 

Section 17.30.020 – Minimum Lot Size and Width (Article 3, page 5) 
 

1. Paragraph C2 (Measurement of Lot Width) specifies that the average width of the lot at the 
frontage, midsection and rear must be equal to or greater than the minimum lot width for the 
zone.  Since Article 2 contains development standards for minimum lot frontage width and 
minimum lot size, what purpose does this standard serve? 

 
Section 17.30.030.A.3 – Measurement of Setbacks (Article 3, page 7) 
 

1. Paragraph A.3 should be consistent with the language in the General Plan.  Proposed Paragraph 
A.3 says, “Roads listed in Table 17.30.030.1 below have specific right-of-way widths to be used 
in establishing minimum front setbacks from the existing centerline of the road (emphasis 
added).”  GP Policy TC-1a simply says the County shall plan and construct roads to the various 
ROW widths provided in Table TC-1 without any mention of centerline. 

 
Figure 17.30.030.A.c –Side and Rear Yards for Corner Lots (Article 3, page 8) 
 

1. The proposed standard in part dictates that the shortest property line for a corner lot shall be 
considered the rear for setback purposes.  I suggest you remove this standard in its entirety to 
allow designers more flexibility to customize housing products.  For corner lots, proposed 
driveway locations and traffic volumes on intersecting roadways can sometimes influence which 
of the two frontages is considered the primary one and therefore which of the remaining 
property lines should be considered the rear or side.  Moreover, creative designs such as wide 
and shallow lots can be useful to minimize grading impacts in challenging terrain.  

 
Section 17.30.030.C.h – Projections into Required Setbacks for Trellises and Arbors (Article 3, page 12) 
 

1. The glossary defines an arbor as a structure that supports the growth of vegetation to form a 
covered area for shade, but this proposed section requires the arbor to maintain the 
development standards in the zone (e.g. 15 foot rear setback in an R1 zone, the same as the 
primary structure).  Up until a couple of years ago, trellises similar to those shown in the picture
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below were allowed to encroach into the required setback.  I think it’s reasonable to require 
solid-roofed shade structures to honor the required setback, but I’d like to return to some 
allowable encroachment for structures that are 50% open for passive heating and cooling 
purposes. 
 

 
 
Section 17.30.030 – Exemptions from Riparian Setbacks (Article 3, page 15) 
 

1. In Paragraph H.3, I support the riparian setback exemption for waters that are authorized for fill 
by the Corps, but there may be a logistical timing issue.  Corps permits can sometimes be 
obtained after the discretionary approval stage, making it impossible to provide such 
documentation during staff analysis and prior to project approval by County decision makers.  I 
assume applicable project approvals will include a condition to provide the Corps permit after 
discretionary approval but prior to ground disturbing activities. 
 

2. Please add an additional exemption for lesser setbacks as authorized by the Corps.   
 

Section 17.30.030 – Measurement of Riparian Setbacks (Article 3, page 15) 
 

1. I support the Optional Review in Paragraph H.5 to measure riparian setbacks from the OHWM 
only (rather than the edge of riparian tree canopy).  Using the OHWM maintains consistency 
with the Corps regulations. 

 
Section 17.30.030 – Riparian and Wetland Setbacks (Article 3, page 17) 
 

1. In Paragraph H.7.a (Riparian and Wetland Setbacks), why are 30-foot and 50-foot riparian 
setbacks dictated by lot size?  Shouldn’t the setback distance be determined by type of water 
body? (e.g. larger setbacks for perennial streams versus smaller setbacks for intermittent or 
man-made drainages) 

 
Section 17.30.050.A – Measurement of Fence Height (Article 3, page 21) 
 

1. The proposed standard calls for the measurement of fence height from natural grade.  Shouldn’t 
this be finished grade? 
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Section 17.30.050.B.4 and B.5 – Front Yards (Article 3, pages 21 and 22) 
 

1. The CVA requirement in paragraphs B.4 and B.5 provide a singular restriction against the 
placement of walls and fences within certain dimensioned areas and unintentionally precludes 
driveway and corner enhancements similar to the following photos.  I assume the intent of the 
CVA is to avoid sight distance impediments, but I’d like to see the standard modified to review 
walls and fences on a case-by-case basis considering wall/fence type and height, terrain, 
roadway traffic volumes, and existence or lack of intersection controls (to name a few).  I think 
it’s reasonable to restrict certain improvements that cause sight distance concerns, but only 
when an issue has been identified. 
 

  
  
Section 17.30.070.D – Design Standards for Gated Residential Subdivisions (Article 3, pages 26 and 27) 
 

1. I suggest you add the underlined text (or similar) to paragraph D.4:  “Unobstructed vertical 
clearance shall be a minimum of 14 feet, unless a secondary lane provides for unobstructed 
clearance.”  Using the Serrano guardhouse as an example, the vertical clearance under the 
portico (left lane) can be less than 14 feet because fire trucks and other large vehicles can use 
the right lane without any vertical obstruction. 
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2. Please add the underlined text (or similar) to paragraph D.10:  “Unless already provided for in 

the recorded CC&R’s for the property or subdivision, a maintenance agreement shall be 
established and recorded for the gated development….”   Well-crafted CC&R’s and 
professionally managed owners’ associations address the content requirements. 

 
Section 17.33.060 – Landscape Standards (Article 3, pages 59-61) 
 

1. For commercial uses (among other things) located across a county-maintained road from 
residential uses, Paragraph A.1.b (Landscape Buffers for Road Frontage) automatically provides 
for either a minimum 3 foot masonry wall between the parking surface and landscape buffer, or 
a minimum 3 foot high landscaped berm in the buffer area.  I assume the intent of this proposed 
standard is for aesthetic reasons.  We have a situation in Serrano where the backyards of the 
residential properties are located significantly down slope from the road and the commercial 
center and the center can’t be viewed by residents standing in their backyards.  Instead of 
“shall” be required, please modify to “may”. 
 

2. Paragraph A.1.c (Landscape Buffers in the CVA) prevents any foliage in the CVA between 30 
inches and 7 feet.  Figure 17.33.060.A is a nice picture of a mature tree, but young trees need 
time to establish a canopy cover above 7 feet, so this standard effectively prohibits the planting 
of any new trees in the CVA.   Again, I strongly suggest that improvements within the CVA be 
reviewed on a case-by-case basis and limitations placed against improvements that are deemed 
a sight distance hazard.  To illustrate, you could have a 35’ foot CVA at two intersecting 
roadways where the corner of the lot falls off grade, away from the intersection.  A 36 inch high 
shrub in the CVA doesn’t seem to be an unreasonable improvement. 
 

3. Paragraph A.2.a (Property Lines) requires a minimum 5 foot landscape buffer along property 
lines.  In residential applications, this is problematic for particular design concepts such as zero-
lot lines and halfplex units.  This section needs to be better defined as to its intent and 
applicable circumstances, or otherwise substitute “shall” be required for “may”. 
 

4. Under Paragraph A.2.b (Property Lines), please delete the strikeout:  “Where multiple lots are 
developed as a single project under common ownership, the landscape buffers shall only be 
required along the perimeter of the project.”  It’s very common to have multiple owners in 
commercial centers, like the Serrano Village Green and Raley’s center on El Dorado Hill Blvd. 
 

5. Paragraph B.7 (General Landscape Requirements) limits turf to no more than 10% of the 
required landscaping.  How was this threshold established?  
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Section 17.35.020 – Parking and Loading Definitions (Article 3, page 83) 
 

1. Please expand the definition of Transportation Demand Management Plan to include programs 
designed by an owners’ association, landowner, or landlord in addition to programs designed by 
employers (or simply “applicant”).  As a hypothetical example, the landlord or applicant for a 
multi-parcel office project could devise a transportation plan for the various expected 
employers. 

 
Section 17.35.030 – Parking Plan Required (Article 3, page 84) 
 

1. Please add the following underline/strikeout revisions (or similar) to Paragraph B for clarity:  
“The parking improvements shown on the approved plan shall be constructed prior to 
occupancy of any structure or the commencement of any approved use.  For phased 
developments, parking improvements shall be provided by phase.”   My concern here is that the 
use of “approved plan” could be interpreted to mean the entire parking area associated with the 
approved Development Plan.  In cases where a Development Plan consists of multiple parcels 
with phased construction, it’s cost prohibitive to advance full build out of the parking surfaces 
and related site improvements with the first phase. 

 
Table 17.35.040.1 – Schedule of Off-Street Vehicle Parking Requirements (Article 3, page 84) 
 

1. Single unit detached dwellings and duplexes/triplexes are required to provide 2 off-street 
parking spaces, however not in tandem.  I would like to see the “not in tandem” requirement 
deleted.  Contemporary planning practices are increasingly focusing on clustered development 
and there are many housing types that utilize tandem parking, particularly for seniors or single-
occupant households that only have a single vehicle.  

 
Section 17.35.040.C – Parking Requirements for Combined Uses (Article 3, page 92) 
 

1. Please provide a definition of “single site”.  Does this mean a single lot or parcel, or can it mean 
multiple lots/parcels developed as a single project? 

 
Section 17.35.050 – Reduction Methods for On-street Parking (Article 3, page 94) 
 

1. As proposed in Paragraph B.1, the standard only applies to on-street parking on public roads.  
Please expand the definition to include private streets as well. 

 
Section 17.35.060 – Material and Passenger Loading/Unloading Areas (Article 3, page 98) 
 

1. Paragraph B (Passenger Loading) provides that vehicle turnout lanes “shall” be provided for uses 
such as apartments/condos of 50 units or more and retail services over 30,000 sf of building 
area.  Please modify “shall be provided” to “may be required” so that project designs can be 
reviewed on a case-by-case basis.  If parking stalls are provided directly in front of a building 
entrance, is a turnout lane still needed?  The standard should be better clarified as to intent and 
applicable circumstances. 
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Section 17.36.050 – Sign Locations (Article 3, page 104) 
 

1. The narrative includes a statement that signs shall only be allowed where the County road ROW 
is 100 feet or more (among other things).  Serrano Associates has a planned and approved 
commercial center at Serrano Village J5 on Bass Lake Road in which the ROW is proposed for 80 
feet per Table 17.30.030.1.  Without the ability to place signage, it will be impossible to market 
this property for tenants.  Please remove this restriction to promote commercial uses and sales 
tax revenue.  

 
Section 17.36.130 – Sign Matrix (Article 3, page 105) 
 

1. In the RM, R1, and R20k zones, model home subdivision ID signs are limited to 16 sf.  Increasing 
the maximum to 48 sf would allow for a 6x8 sign, which is typical for production builders. 

 
Table 17.37.060.3 – Maximum Allowable Noise Exposure from Construction Noise (Article 3, page 112) 
 

1. Please clarify why some of the decibel levels shown in the proposed table do not match those 
contained in General Plan Policy 6.5.1.11.  For example, the general plan policy shows a L max 
for MFR and HDR in Community Regions from 10 pm to 7 am as 60 dBA.  The proposed table 
shows it as 55 dBA.   As another example, the general plan policy does not include noise 
standards for OS land uses in Community Regions, but the proposed table shows standards 
ranging from 50-75 dBA. 

 
Section 17.40.030.E – Residential Accessory Structures (Article 4, page 3) 
 

1. Are all incidental accessory uses listed under Paragraph E?  Outdoor kitchens and free-standing 
gas fireplaces with chimneys are common backyard amenities, particularly for larger home sites. 
 

2. Paragraph E.6.a and b place restrictions against the size of guest houses (600 sf) and secondary 
units (1,200 sf).  Assuming a 1 acre lot with 25% coverage, theoretically a property owner could 
construct a 10,000 sf single-story house.  However, if a family wanted to construct a 3,500 sf 
primary residence and a 2,000 sf secondary unit on the same lot, this standard prevents them 
from doing so.  Please clarify the intent of the size restrictions.  Ideally, I’d like to see the size 
restriction eliminated or otherwise specify the mechanism to seek modifications. 

 
Section 17.40.110 – Child Day Care Facilities (Article 4, page 13) 
 

1. Paragraph B.2.c requires a sign plan demonstrating compliance with Chapter 17.37 (Signs), but 
the correct chapter citation should be 17.36.  As a general comment, please double-check all 
chapter citations to be sure they correspond with the intended section. 
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Section 17.40.170 –Lodging Facilities (Article 4, page 28) 
 

1. Paragraph C.4 (General Standards) requires either a 50-foot or a 200-foot setback to adjoining 
uses for outdoor use areas.  This standard should be reviewed on a case-by-case basis.  As an 
example, Serrano Associates owns a narrow commercial parcel along Saratoga Road adjacent to 
Highway 50 and Finders Way.  The site is adjacent to a residential area, separated by an 18-foot 
+/- sound wall.  If the 50-foot or 200-foot setback standard is intended for noise attenuation 
purposes, the sound wall is an existing mitigating factor and the setbacks seem to serve no 
purpose.  Additionally, other design features can be implemented to mitigate noise issues for 
outdoor areas, for example glass panels around a pool area.  The County has limited lands 
available for commercial use, and should maximize its ability to draw tenants and retailers to the 
County to increase sales tax and transient occupancy revenues. 
 

2. Paragraph C.5 indicates that one, non-internally illuminated sign is allowed for lodging facilities.  
However, the Sign Matrix on page 105 of Article 3 says that two (2) internal or external 
illuminated signs are allowed in a CC zone, in which Lodging Facilities are a permitted use.  
Please clarify. 
 

3. Paragraph C.7 says that lodging facilities shall provide off-street parking at a ratio of one space 
per guest room (among other things).  However, the Schedule of Off-street Vehicle Parking 
Requirements on page 87 of Article 3 indicates that a Hotel/Motel must provide 1.2 spaces per 
guest room.  Please clarify. 
 

Section 17.40.250 – Public Utility Infrastructure (Article 4, page 43) 
 

1. The glossary defines public utility infrastructure to include sewer and waterlines 12 inches or 
greater in diameter, sewer and water lift stations, etc.  Paragraph B (Permitted by Right) 
indicates that the infrastructure is permitted by right under certain conditions, including 
conformance to setback standards of the zone.  For instances where “cross-country” 
transmission lines need to run through an OS zone (as an example) and cannot conform to 
setback lines or roadway alignments, is the intent of this section to restrict the construction of 
cross-country lines altogether or is there another mechanism to allow such infrastructure? 

 
Section 17.40.300 – Secondary Dwellings (Article 4, pages 57 and 58) 
 

1. Under Paragraph C.1 (Maximum Floor Area), I support the Optional Review analysis to increase 
the maximum square footage for secondary detached units to 1,600 sf (versus 1,200 sf) to 
accommodate an increasing demand for multi-generational housing. 
 

2. Paragraph C.3.b (Detached Units) prohibits a secondary dwelling on a lot that already has a 
guest house.  There are many large lots throughout the County that can accommodate a primary 
residence, a guest house (for a home occupation), and a secondary dwelling (for in-laws 
quarters).  If the maximum lot coverage isn’t exceeded, what is the concern with these three 
uses existing on the same lot? 
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Section 17.40.330 – Temporary Real Estate Sales Offices (Article 4, page 61) 
 

1. Paragraph B.6 (General Standards) requires site restoration within 30 days of specified time 
limits.  Is 30 days enough time to process a building permit to convert a sales office back to 
garage space and restore site landscaping and/or hardscape improvements during the rainy 
season?  Sixty days (60) might be more reasonable. 
 

Section 17.40.380 – Vehicle Maintenance, Repair and Storage Accessory to a Residential Use (Article 4 
page 66) 
 

1. Under Paragraph B.4 (General Standards), I suggest adding the underlined text (or similar): 
“Vehicle storage shall be confined to on-site garage(s) and their paved access driveway(s), 
provided the minimum off-site parking requirements for the zone district are met, and shall not 
be allowed in any setback area other than the front setback on a paved access driveway.”  The 
intent of the added language is to prohibit the extended storage of vehicles if it impedes the 
ability to provide required guest parking. 

 
Section 17.52.040 – Development Plan Permit (Article 5, pages 17 and 18) 
 

1. Paragraph 2.F.2 (Concurrent Applications) indicates that a Development Plan Permit is extended 
with a tentative map as specified in Subdivision Map Act Section 66452.6 (the recording of 
phased final maps and obligation to fund off-site improvements).  The PD permit should also be 
extended with tentative maps pursuant to SMA Sections 66452.21, 66452.22, and 66452.23 
(automatic time extensions authorized by the legislature), including any future extensions. 
 

2. Paragraph 2.G.2 (Phased Development Plans) requires an approved Development Plan to 
include a clear statement of the timing of each phase of development.  In good market 
conditions, it may be possible to fully pre-lease the space and estimate the timing.  However, in 
distressed markets it’s impossible to predict market demand and timing.  I suggest deleting this 
standard. 

 
Section 17.52.070 – Variance (Article 5, page 23) 
 

1. Paragraph B (Applicability) says that a variance may be granted to modify development 
standards in Article 2.  What is the mechanism to modify standards in Articles 3 or 4?  (For 
example, adding a small retaining wall within a CVA that doesn’t impede sight distance 
(17.30.050 B.4 or B.5), modifying landscape standards for buffer areas to achieve a design intent 
or theme (17.33.060.B), constructing a guest house larger than 600 sf (17.40.030.E), reducing 
setbacks for outdoor areas at lodging facilities to reflect existing or proposed site conditions 
(17.40.170.C.4), etc.) 
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Section 17.54.060 – Time limits, Extensions and Permit Expiration (Article 5, page 29) 
 

1. Paragraph E.1.b (Permit Expiration) says that permits authorized by said Chapter expire 
automatically under certain conditions, including cessation of the use for any reason for more 
than 1 year.  If an approved Development Plan authorizes an anchor site for use as a grocery 
store that once was occupied by a tenant but remains vacant for more than 1 year (due to 
distressed market conditions), is that grounds for expiration of the Development Permit? 

 
Section 17.58.050 – Form of (Development) Agreement (Article 5, page 36) 
 

1. Paragraph A.6 indicates Development Agreements are to have a maximum term of 20 years.  I 
think this is fine for moderately-sized projects, but for large specific plan areas with thousands 
of potential dwelling units, 30 years may be a more realistic time frame (as we’re seeing with 
the build out of Serrano).  Please add a 30-year term for large-scale projects. 

 
Section 17.80.020 – Definitions (Article 8, page 32) 
 

1. Please add the underlined text (or similar) to the definition of Undevelopable Land:  “….(2) 
Wetlands that meet the Army Corps of Engineers definition of jurisdictional wetlands and not 
authorized for fill by the Corps….”  Jurisdictional wetlands can become developable if the 
appropriate federal and state permits are obtained. 

 
Once again, thank you for the opportunity to comment.  If you have any questions or need additional 
information, please feel free to contact me at 916/939-4060 or ahoward@parkerdevco.com. 
 
Best Regards, 
 
SERRANO ASSOCIATES, LLC 
 
 
 
Andrea Howard 
Principal Planner 
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El Dorado County Farm Bureau 
Comments to Board of Supervisors & Planning Commission 

 

Zoning Ordinance Workshops – July 2012 
 

Article 7 – Fees & Appendices 
 

1. Comment:  Appendices A and B that address Landscaping and Lighting are design 
standards that could be moved to a separate document and out of the zoning code. 

 
Action Requested:  Recommend that these Appendices be moved to a design manual. 

 
2. Comment:  The Landscaping Form and requirement is impractical for agricultural 

commercial in rural areas.  Soil samples are typically used to analyze for the cropping 
needs, but to require another soil sample, a sign of from experts, seems unnecessary in 
a rural setting.  There is no consideration of the water source, whether it is well or 
purveyor water. 
 
Action Requested:  Request this requirement be deleted from agricultural commercial 
enterprises in rural areas. 

 



 

 

El Dorado County Farm Bureau 
Comments to Board of Supervisors & Planning Commission 

 

Zoning Ordinance Workshops – July 2012 
 

Article 6 – Zoning Ordinance Administration 
 

1. Comment:  Section 17.68.010 Post- Disaster Rebuilding streamlining of reconstruction 
permits requires the Board to declare a “local emergency” exists.  

 
Action Requested:  Insert a provision that allows the Board to declare an “individual 
calamity or catastrophe” as a qualifying disaster under this policy so as to allow 
streamlined permits for businesses destroyed by fire, flood, or other disaster.  

 
2. Comment:  17.61.030 states the General Provisions for Non-Conforming Uses.  In 

17.40.260.L, Ranch Marketing, there is a section that addresses “Non-Conforming Uses 
for Ranch Marketing. It will require individual businesses to justify their historic “uses” 
and document it via an Administrative Permit.  The process is cumbersome and will 
affect a lot of small businesses. 
 
Action Requested:  Request consideration of an easier process for “grandfathering in” 
these existing uses in the county. 

 
 



 

 

El Dorado County Farm Bureau 
Comments to Board of Supervisors & Planning Commission 

 

Zoning Ordinance Workshops – July 2012 
 

Article 5 – Permit Planning Procedures 
 

1. Comment:  Section 17.50.030, Review Authority, does not include the Agricultural 
Commission, a reviewing and recommending body.  

 
Action Requested:  Request that Agricultural Commission be added to Table 
17.50.030.A.  

 
2. Comment:  Section 17.50.040 should be re-numbered .050.  It encourages decisions 

“based on standards”.  We support moving to an objective, standards based approach to 
permitting uses in the county. 

 
3. Comment:  Section 17.52.020, Conditional & Minor Use Permits are discussed.  It is 

recommended that a Minor Use Permit should be used if the “project is not likely to 
result in controversy”.  The permit application form for a minor use should not be 
increased due to the potential of controversy or public interest that might require a public 
hearing.  The use should determine the appropriate application level, not the possibility 
of controversy. 

 
Action Requested:  Delete subparagraph 17.52.020.2.c in its entirety. 

 
4. Comment:  17.54.070, revision to an approved permit, allows Director approval of minor 

modifications. It seems that the minor modification potential is so limited that this would 
rarely be used.  The section goes on to say in 17.54.070.D. that the “review authority 
may modify or impose new conditions to the permit revision as it deems reasonable and 
necessary . . .”.  This ability to re-open the conditions of approval on a use permit causes 
people to avoid amending them . . . and that does not encourage businesses to expand 
or to be forthcoming. 
 
Requested Action:  Request this language be changed to state “the review authority 
may impose new conditions to the permit only to the extent of the revision . . . “ so as to 
preclude a new set of requirements being imposed on items not being revised by the 
request. 
 

5. Comment:  17.54.090.4.d states that a use permit can be revoked “when use or 
structure ceased to exist or has been suspended for at least 12 months.”  This means 
that when there is a change of ownership, someone thinks they have bought a business 
model, it could well go beyond the 12 months and they would lose those rights.  I’m 
concerned about succession of our rural businesses, slow sales, and a down economy. 
 
Action Requested:  Request a provision be added to allow an extension of time on a 
change of ownership, to give the new owner a reasonable time to re-start the business.  
Recommend a period of at least one year be allowed to vigorously pursue the business. 

 
 



 

El Dorado County Farm Bureau 
Comments to Board of Supervisors & Planning Commission 

 

Zoning Ordinance Workshops – July 2012 
 

Article 4 – Specific Use Regulations 
 

1. Comment:  In general, the terms “permitted” and “allowed” are used interchangeably 
throughout the document.  When the term “permit” is used, it would be helpful to have 
the type of permit identified, i.e., “planning permit”.  If a use is being allowed, request the 
term “allowed” be used. 

 
Action Requested:  Request a consistency review within the “use” sections of the 
zoning code to minimize confusion when using the term “permit”. 

 
2. Comment:  Clarify the agricultural structure exemption and add it to the “accessory use” 

section. 
 

Action Requested:  17.40.030.C should be revised to add “Agricultural buildings that do 
not require a building permit under Article 15.16.060 and small sheds or other storage 
structures that do not require a building permit shall be exempt from . . ..”   

 
3. Comment:  The Williamson Act preserve county code restricts residential development 

of second dwellings to the same parcel as the primary home (17.40.050.C.3).  There is 
no restriction in state law to require this.  When a Williamson Act contract delineates a 
boundary that encompasses more than one parcel, could building on a separate parcel 
be allowed?   
 
The reason for the request is if someone in a Williamson Act Contact wants to add a 
secondary home for a family member, involved in the operation, but it makes more 
sense to put the dwelling on one of the other parcels within the contract, they would 
have to rescind and re-enter into two new contracts in order to add the second home.  
This is costly, time-consuming, and unnecessary and would have minimal impact. 
 
Action Requested:  Request review of the requirement to co-locate the secondary 
dwelling on the same parcel as the primary dwelling.  

 
4. Comment:  Does the Williamson Act second dwelling unit restriction (see comment 3 

above) preclude development of an additional agricultural employee housing unit on 
site? Section 17.40.120.D, Agricultural Employee Housing, does not address this. 
 
Action Requested:  Request review of the requirements for agricultural employee 
housing as it relates to an additional dwelling on Williamson Act contracted land. 

 
5. Comment:  Agricultural Support Services, Section 17.40.070.C, provides a method for 

review and approval of all support services that requires a hearing by the Agricultural 
Commission each time and the use of a Conditional Use Permit.   
 
This is inconsistent with ROI #182-2011, Policy 2.2.5.10, which stated “consider deleting 
requirement for special use permit for Ag Support Services, incorporate standards and 
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permitted uses into Zoning Ordinance”.  It further conflicts with ROI #183-2011, Item 2, 
which instructs “Increase potential uses to provide additional agricultural support. . .” 

 
Action Requested:  At a minimum, request the glossary terms that define this type of 
use be included in the Agricultural Zone matrix, Table 17.21.020 and that a range of 
permitting process be analyzed for each of the agricultural zones based on potential 
impact levels.  The Agricultural Commissioner should have administrative permit review 
for minor impacts and referral to the Agricultural Commission could occur on larger 
impact uses to ensure the findings can be made. 

 
6. Comment:  Animal Raising and Keeping (17.40.080) is a new section of the proposed 

zoning code.  In the current code animal raising and keeping is allowed in agricultural 
zones as well as residential zones of one or more acres.  The proposed language 
applies to residential and agriculturally zoned land uses, but it seems to be mostly 
geared to residential concerns.  It would seem that agriculturally zoned lands that may 
raise animals should be addressed separately from residential concerns. 
 
In the current zoning code there is no reference to animal slaughter until addressing 
commercial slaughter within agricultural zones which requires a permit.  The language 
actually incorporated into this zoning section reflects a staff interpretation relating to 
slaughtering of livestock in residential districts. It has been expanded to also address 
animal keeping in residential zones. This has not, until now, received the benefit of 
public input. 
 
Currently there are agricultural operations that occur on larger residentially zoned 
parcels that are in the Rural Regions (RE-5 and RE-10s).  Further, we have concerns 
that being overly restrictive on residential animal raising will preclude the FFA and 4-H 
projects that are necessary for our agricultural students.  Animal slaughter should be 
addressed separately. 
 
The definition of domestic farm animals in the glossary needs to be reviewed and 
corrected to address farm vs. domestic pet animals.   
 
Action Requested:  Request 17.30.080.C and D be deleted and deferred until this 
matter can be fully examined.  We would support the Board developing Interim 
Guidelines until such time as the Animal Raising and Keeping Ordinance can be 
completed. 

 
7. Comment:  In Home Occupations, 17.40.160, the treatment of allowed uses assumes 

that all occupations will be accomplished “within the home” and are not outdoor uses. 
The purpose statement, however, states they should be compatible with “surrounding 
residential and agricultural uses”.  
 
The standards should be reviewed for areas that preclude outdoor activities or storage of 
equipment in a rural setting.  The standard in 17.40.160.C.8 allows that heavy 
commercial vehicles may be stored on site on lots five acres or larger “providing they are 
not visible from a right-of-way or road easement except when in use”. 

 
Action Requested:  Request the standard delete the language requiring equipment to 
be invisible “except when in use” for all Agricultural and Resource Zones. 
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8. Comment:  Prohibited Home Occupations include in 17.40.160.F.1 “Motor vehicle and 
other vehicle repair or maintenance, F.2 storage of motor vehicles, F.9 repair shops, 
F.12 welding and machining and F.14 any other use determined . . . not incidental to or 
compatible with residential activities.”  This is impractical for agricultural uses. 
 
Action Requested:  We support consideration of many items contained in the optional 
analysis.  Many of the foregoing prohibited home occupations could very well be 
Agricultural Support Services that could serve the agricultural community well.  Request 
this item be analyzed in conjunction with comment 5 above for agricultural uses. 

 
9. Comment:  Lodging facilities in Agricultural Districts and adjacent to agriculturally zoned 

lands require the review and compatibility review of the Agricultural Commission.  When 
the code was first drafted, this section addressed Bed & Breakfasts and Lodges/Inns.  
Now this code has been expanded to include Agricultural Homestays and Dude 
Ranches, which may not require the development of new structures.   
 
Therefore, it may be that in developing the standards for the new uses, the Agricultural 
Commissioner could perform the compatibility review for those lodging facilities that 
require an agricultural nexus and that are permitted in the matrix.  This language needs 
to be revised to be consistent with the review language contained in the Agricultural 
Homestays section of the code (see comment 10 below). 
 
Action Requested:  Request that 17.40.170.C.1 be revised to say “must be reviewed by 
the Agricultural Commission for compatibility with surrounding agricultural land uses 
prior to action by the review authority or reviewed by the Agricultural Commissioner 
when the use occurs on agriculturally zoned lands.”  

 
10. Comment:  In the Agricultural Homestays description of the agricultural site criteria to be 

applied, we prefer the language used in the Agricultural and Timber Resource Lodging 
section (17.40.170.E) and request the language be made consistent. 
 
Action Requested:  Request to remove and replace the language in 17.40.170.D.1 to 
read as follows:  “The applicant shall demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Agricultural 
Department that the site meets the minimum qualifications for agricultural or grazing use 
as set forth under the minimum criteria for a Williamson Act Contract, whether the 
property is under contract or not.” 

 
11. Comment:  The Health Resort and Retreat Center is considered an “expanded home 

occupation in those zones allowing residential uses”.  These types of businesses can be 
compatible with agricultural businesses and we currently have that now.  Recommend 
that, like lodging, the health spa have the opportunity, like other lodging facilities, to 
demonstrate to the Agricultural Commission that a proposed project would be 
compatible with surrounding agricultural uses. 

 
Action Requested:  Add language that provides a review process if a project is 
proposed adjacent to or on agricultural lands such as: “must be reviewed by the 
Agricultural Commission for compatibility with surrounding agricultural land uses prior to 
action by the review authority”. 

 
12. Comment:  Mixed Use Development contains development standards that may be 

difficult to achieve in Rural Centers, which have a limited footprint for commercial zoning.  
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For example, 17.40.180.D.6 states standards for Parking and Loading and Landscape 
Buffers that may be impractical or infeasible to achieve. 

 
Action Requested:  Review the development standards for parking and landscaping to 
analyze what is achievable in Rural Centers and revise accordingly.. 

 
13. Comment:  Outdoor Recreational Facilities can be compatible in agricultural and rural 

zones.  The setback standards need to be evaluated against the minimum acreages to 
see if they are practical and achievable. 
 

14. Comment:  17.40.240, Produce Sales address sale of produce grown on site.  The 
regulations require setbacks, an encroachment permit, and parking area that must meet 
dust mitigation measures . . . for a home produce stand. 
 
Action Requested:  Explore what minimal permitting should be required for a 200 
square foot operation of this type.  Revise accordingly. 

 
15. Comment:  Value-added Agricultural Products are regulated at all levels, and this 

should be clearly stated for anyone entering this business segment. 
 
Action Requested:  Change 17.40.240.D to read “Products shall comply with all local, 
federal, and state laws and regulations” to make it more correct. 

 
16. Comment:  The Ranch Marketing Ordinance continues to evolve and the industry has 

participated in the committee over many years, resulting in the document in the draft.  
We continue to look for ways to increase the “season” for local agriculturists to market 
their products and “by-products”, resulting in no need for the “concurrency” regulation. 
The current draft added uses for Christmas Tree lots that didn’t previously exist.  
 
We support expanding these direct marketing opportunities to other industries not yet 
addressed.  We identified a couple of areas that should be reviewed and incorporated 
into the ordinance at the next juncture.  We are requesting those areas be “reserved” in 
the adopted ordinance (see request a below) 
 
We appreciate the addition of the ranch marketing uses on grazing lands that is included 
in the draft.  However, including in the “Optional Analysis” is inconsistent with the 
Board’s direction in ROI #183-2011, Item #13, that states “Expand potential uses in the 
agricultural . . .  zones to provide for opportunities for . . .allowing ranch marketing on 
grazing land”.  Although a range of uses within this context will be studied for 
environmental analysis, we believed the direction was already clear to pursue this matter 
(see request b below). 
 
In recent discussions, the minimum cropping acreage has been looked at, especially in 
light of emerging trends that allow intensively farmed, small parcels to compete in local 
markets.  The industry supports the concept that the “agriculture comes first, and then 
the accessory uses”.  But the minimum standards for direct farm marketing are ripe for 
review. 
 
The non-conforming use section of this regulation is fashioned after the Winery 
Ordinance process that followed its adoption in 2009.  The thought was to find an 
efficient and inexpensive way to document current activities and “grandfather” them in.  
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This is a cumbersome method, however, and with dozens of operators it is a challenge.  
If there is an easier way to accomplish this goal, we would applaud that. (see request c 
below). 
 
Actions Requested:  a) Request a “reserved” section be identified for 1) Ranch 
Marketing Provisions for Small Livestock Operations; and, 2) Ranch Marketing 
Provisions for Horticultural Operations.   
 
b)  Request the Ranch Marketing on Grazing Lands be incorporated into the adopted 
ordinance and direct the environmental review of a range of activities within this type of 
use.   
 
c)  Request a review and analysis of the non-conforming use section to simplify in order 
to grandfather in existing business activities. 
 

17. Comment:  The county Right to Farm Ordinance continues to tie the agricultural 
protections to agriculturally zoned lands.  Whereas the state regulation applies the right 
to farm protections to agricultural operations and encourages notification to all new 
owners of adjacent properties. 
 
Action Requested:  Request addition to the definition of Agricultural Land “and TPZ 
(Timberland Production Zone) or lands within an Agricultural District or parcels with an 
Agricultural Land General Plan Land Use Designation”.  This will bring the ordinance into 
consistence with state law and may provide clearer notice to adjacent landowners. 

 
18. Comment:  In 17.40.320, Storage Facilities, need to allow agricultural zones to store 

equipment and materials. 
 

Action Requested:  Request the following changes in 17.40.320.D, sentence two:  “In 
the Industrial – Platted Land, Agricultural Zones, Timber Production (TPZ) zones, 
storage yards are limited to storage that is accessory to a permitted use . . .”   
 
The last sentence of this paragraph states “Storage yards shall be fully screened from 
view from public areas such as roads . . . “ and is addressed in D.3.  This language is 
inappropriate for agricultural uses and should be deleted for agricultural zones. 

 
19. Comment:  The content of the winery ordinance is essentially unchanged from its 

adoption except that 1) the non-conforming uses clause has been appropriately deleted 
and 2) wine caves have been added to the development standards.  The matrix has 
been modified to reflect the new zone designations. 

 
Action Requested:  A review of the permit matrix should be undertaken after the opt-in 
process and zoning map are completed to ensure against inconsistencies. 

  



 

El Dorado County Farm Bureau 
Comments to Board of Supervisors & Planning Commission 

 

Zoning Ordinance Workshops – July 2012 
 

Article 3 – Site Planning and Project Design Standards 
 

1. Comment:  The purpose section states that the development standards apply to all 
zones “in order to provide uniform development throughout the county . . . . to encourage 
aesthetically pleasing development . . . for the residents and commercial interests of the 
County.”  That means that some commercial accessory uses on agricultural lands will be 
held to the same or similar standards as commercial lands in a Community Region. 

 
Actions Requested:  1) Recommend that the majority of “Design Standards” be moved 
to the “Land Development Manual” or other such guiding document; and,  
 
2) look at standards in relation to the rural setting of the agricultural use.  The standards 
need to be reasonable and achievable.  

 
2. Comment:  The minimum lot size exceptions section refers to old zoning nomenclature 

for agricultural lands. 
 
Action Requested:  17.30.020.D. delete the words “and in the AE and AP zones”. 

 
3. Comment:  The Special Setbacks for Ag and Timber Resource Protection does not 

include FR, Forest Resource, zoning.  If FR is an agricultural zone, shouldn’t there be 
setbacks? 
 
Action Requested:  17.30.030.E should be revised to insert “FR” after AG.   

 
4. Comment:  17.30.030.E language is inconsistent with ROI #182-2011 where the 

recommended language for General Plan Policy 8.1.3.2 added a paragraph to state 
“Projects located within a Community Region or Rural Center planning concept area 
shall maintain a minimum setback of 50 feet.  The 50-foot setback shall only apply to 
incompatible uses including residential structures” 
 
Action Requested:  Request E.1.b. be changed to read as follows: “Adjoining 
agricultural zone is located outside of a General Plan designated Agricultural District, 
where: (1) Lot with proposed incompatible use is 10 acres or larger:  200 feet; (2) Lot 
with proposed incompatible use is less than 10 acres: administrative relief of the setback 
is available; and (3) Lot located within a Community Region or Rural Center: 50 feet. 

 
5. Comment:  17.30.030.H.4, Exceptions to setbacks, does not include the agricultural 

riparian setbacks specified in General Plan Policy 7.3.3.4.  
 
Requested Action:  Request addition of item 4.d. “Horticultural and grazing activities on 
agriculturally zoned lands that utilize “best management practices (BMPs)” as 
recommended by the County Agricultural Commission and adopted by the Board of 
Supervisors.” 
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6. Comment:  17.30.050.G states that barbed wire is allowed in fencing for “being used for 
animal husbandry and/or grazing operations.”  Fencing is a common use to protect crops 
from predation as well. 
 
Action Requested:  Add to the end of paragraph 1 “or fencing to protect cropland from 
predation”  

 
7. Comment:  Commercial uses on agricultural land are exempt from landscaping 

standards except where a permanent parking lot is located adjacent to a public road 
(17.33.060.A.1).  A permanent paved parking lot is also subject to the shade 
requirements (17.33.060.C).  It is impractical to impose these requirements on 
agricultural lands in rural regions.   
 
In the case where compliance with this design standard would encroach on permanent 
cropping or equipment turnaround areas, this could pose a significant burden on the 
agriculturist.  Due to our topography reduced usable area on smaller parcels, it could 
impact meeting minimum crop requirements that qualify for the allowed accessory uses.  
The cropping areas and natural, open space values provide adequate “landscaping” in 
these areas. 
 
Action Requested:  Request commercial uses on agricultural lands be exempt from 
these landscaping requirements.  

 
8. Comment:  Requiring landscaping and parking standards in Rural Centers is impractical 

and, in some cases, infeasible.   There is such a small amount of commercial zoning 
available in the Rural Centers and this would increase the footprint of a project that could 
render many of the lots unusable with these additional landscape buffers. 
 
Action Requested:  Request the commercial uses in Rural Centers be exempt from 
these landscaping requirements. 

 
9. Comment:  17.36.120.A states that off site signs . . . may be established by Conditional 

Use Permit.  The Winery Ordinance states in 17.40.400.G.3.a that off site signs may be 
added using an Administrative Permit. 
 
Action Requested:  Insert as new paragraph A. “Small off site directional signs for 
Wineries may be approved by Administrative Permit as specified in 17.40.400.G.3.a.”  
Renumber the subsequent subparagraphs accordingly. 
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Protect, promote, and enhance the economic opportunities and long-term viability
for El Dorado County farmers, ranchers, and foresters.

2460 Headington Road
Placerville, CA  95667-5216

Phone: 530.622.7773
Fax: 530.622.7839

Email: info@edcfb.com

July 26, 2012

County of El Dorado
Development Services Department
Planning Services
2850 Fairlane Court
Placerville, CA  95667

Attention: Shawna Purvines, Senior Planner

Subject: Zoning Map correction 

Reference: Parcel Number 327-130-66

Dear Shawna,

The El Dorado County Farm Bureau office is located at the reference parcel.  The General Plan 
Land Use is “Commercial” and our historic zoning is “Residential, Single-Family One Acre 
(R1A)”.  We request that the County bring our parcel zoning into consistency with the General 
Plan Land Use during the Zoning Ordinance update process.

The County is recommending the zoning designation be changed to Community Commercial 
(CC).  We agree that this is a compatible zone for our area and includes the uses of our office. 
We request the Zoning Ordinance update include this mapping correction to the zoning map.

We appreciate the opportunity to participate in this process.  The point of contact for our 
organization for all future correspondence is the undersigned.  For telephone inquiries, please 
contact our Executive Director, Valerie Zentner, at (530) 622-7773.

Sincerely,

James E. Davies
President

cc: El Dorado County Board of Supervisors

EL DORADO COUNTY 

FFAARM BUREAU 
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